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INTENSITY OF THE 18 APRIL 1906 EARTHQUAKE 
IN AND NEAR SAN JOSÉ, CALIFORNIA 
 
by Nancy C. Shostak 
 
Intensities of shaking for previously untapped, historical sources of damage data from the 
1906 earthquake in and near San José, California, were developed with a refined and 
expanded version of the Modified Mercalli intensity (MMI) scale designed to bring out 
rich detail in the dense data.  Sanborn fire insurance maps provide construction details 
and precise locations for 80 percent of the 607 intensity data points.  Intensity values for 
1906 range from MMI 6 to 9, with an average of 7.4.  For damage data grouped by 
modern census blocks, the small variation in intensity within blocks indicates the 1906 
intensity values estimated here reflected true ground motion.  Within the 12-km by 12-km 
study area, different microzones from about 1.0 to 16.8 km2 in size had characteristic 
1906 intensities ranging from 6.6 to 8.2. 
 Variations in 1906 intensity over small areas were correlated with site-specific 
geologic factors, primarily slowness of shear-wave velocity in the top 30 m (1/VS30), 
thickness of unconsolidated sediment, proximity to buried basin edges, and likely 
resonance between shallow ground layers and buildings.  Distance to the San Andreas 
fault and 1906 epicenter, depth to bedrock basement, surficial geologic map unit, and 
liquefaction did not control 1906 intensity.  Agreement with modern ground-motion 
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 The MW 7.8 San Francisco earthquake of 18 April 1906 was the most destructive 
seismic event in the San Francisco Bay Area in the historical record.  In its landmark 
study of this earthquake, the California State Earthquake Investigation Commission led 
by Andrew Lawson detailed more than 600 reports of damage throughout California and 
into Oregon and Nevada (Lawson report, Lawson et al., 1908).  Boatwright and Bundock 
(2005) recently reinterpreted these damage points using the Modified Mercalli intensity 
(MMI) scale, provided correct locations for some localities that no longer have names, 
and supplemented the original data with additional sites to produce a detailed ShakeMap 
for the entire “felt” area of the 1906 earthquake.  The ShakeMap clearly shows 
attenuation (decrease in ground motion) with distance from the San Andreas fault, and it 
importantly highlights hot spots, areas of greatly amplified ground motion, such as Santa 
Rosa, California. 
 Although San José in 1906 was one of the larger cities in northern California, the 
Lawson report offered relatively incomplete coverage of earthquake damage in this city.  
A detailed investigation of damage in San José was not carried out after 1906, and since 
then work near San José has been of relatively broad geographic scope (Nason, 1980b; 
Toppozada et al., 1982; Stover and Coffman, 1993; Boatwright and Bundock, 2005). 
 In addition to anticipating a repeat of the 1906 earthquake, the San Francisco Bay 
Area is currently bracing for a MW 6.8-7.0 earthquake on the Hayward fault (Fig. 1).  San 
José sustained major damage in the most recent major earthquake on this fault in 1868 
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Figure 1. Historical earthquakes in northern California.  Map shows major San Francisco 
Bay Area faults, place names mentioned in text, and epicenters of earthquakes felt 
strongly in San José, California, 1818-1989.  Locations shown in italics are approximate 
epicenters of historical earthquakes.  The southern portion of the 1906 rupture of the San 
Andreas fault extended from offshore San Francisco to San Juan Bautista.
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of the San José metropolitan area, more than one million (City of San José, 2008), lives 
with increasing seismic hazard.  Careful planning for the next major earthquake can help 
save lives and limit property damage.  If specific areas susceptible to stronger shaking are 
known in advance, emergency personnel can plan for optimal deployment of scarce 
resources, and seismic building codes can be strengthened on a neighborhood, rather than 
citywide, basis to minimize property damage. 
 Variations in intensity on the scale of several kilometers or less can be estimated from 
ground-motion studies for modern earthquakes.  Fletcher et al. (2003) found that site 
amplifications vary by a factor of 6.8 across the northern Santa Clara Valley (Fig. 2).  
The San José dense seismic array measured site response that varies by a factor of more 
than 2.5 over a distance of 2 km eastward from downtown San José (Hartzell et al., 2003) 
and ranges from “high” to “low to moderate” across the width of the present study area 
(Hartzell et al., 2006). 
 Estimates of shaking intensity, based on damage reports from major historical 
earthquakes, provide insights crucial to earthquake hazard reduction and preparedness 
efforts.  Computer modeling of ground motion is one of the most effective seismic hazard 
prediction tools currently available.  Because direct measurement of ground motion for 
historical earthquakes is not possible, shaking intensities as interpreted from historical 
reports can be an extremely important constraint on ground-motion models (Aagaard et 
al., 2008).  If microzonation (variation in ground motion over a small geographic area) 
exists today in San José, similar variation should also have occurred in the 1906 
earthquake and, therefore, be evident from 1906 intensity data, if the data are sufficiently 
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Figure 2. Northern Santa Clara Valley.  The study area is in the gray box.  The dotted 
areas mark the deep, sedimentary Cupertino and Evergreen basins.  The northern Santa 
Clara Valley comprises the area from the hills in the southwest to the hills in the north-
east, i.e., the Cupertino basin, the Evergreen basin, and the intervening area in which the 
center of San José is located.  The shallower Santa Clara basin is superimposed over the 
older Cupertino and Evergreen basins and consists of the Quaternary deposits overlying 
the two deep basins and the bedrock basement high separating the basins.  The Silver 




detailed.  To help improve modeling of ground motion for a repeat of the 1906 
earthquake, it is important to map shaking intensity for this earthquake in detail and 
attempt, wherever possible, to improve on existing data.  This study provides new data 
from untapped historical sources to supplement 1906 damage data from the Lawson 
report (1908) and later studies in order to paint a detailed picture of shaking intensity and 
earthquake damage in the vicinity of San José. 
 It is not sufficient merely to describe the patterns of damage in San José in 1906.  To 
understand the causes of these patterns, the relationship between intensity of shaking and 
geologic conditions must be examined.  Only when the natural controls over patterns of 
damage are well understood can microzonation be successfully anticipated for future 
earthquakes. 
 The purpose of this study is twofold: to provide the most detailed assessment to date 
of 1906 earthquake damage in the vicinity of San José, California, and to help understand 






 The study area, shown in Figure 2, is an 11.8-km by 11.8-km square surrounding San 
José, California, in the northern half of the Santa Clara Valley.  This area forms part of 
the boundary between the North American and Pacific tectonic plates, which move past 
5
  
each other with 40 mm/yr of horizontal slip (WGCEP, 2003).  The mostly strike-slip 
movement along the plate boundary is not smooth and requires constant readjustment of 
the Earth’s crust, generally in an abrupt manner that causes earthquakes. 
 The most significant feature of this diffuse plate boundary is the San Andreas fault, a 
strike-slip fault at least 480 km long that runs most of the length of California and is 
divided into along-strike segments that differ in rate of slip.  The San Andreas fault lies 
ca. 12 km to the southwest of the study area at the closest point; the horizontal 
component of slip for this segment is 17 mm/yr (WGCEP, 2003). 
 The remaining slip (40 mm/yr - 17 mm/yr = 23 mm/yr horizontal component) must 
be taken up on other faults within the plate boundary.  The Hayward and Calaveras faults 
are subsidiary strike-slip faults subparallel to the San Andreas fault that make up much of 
the remaining slip; these two faults lie to the northeast and east, respectively, of San José 
(Fig. 1) and have lower slip rates than the San Andreas fault.  In addition, ca. 3 mm/yr of 
convergent displacement (WGCEP, 2003) has formed the hills flanking the San Francisco 
Bay Area and the many thrust faults running subparallel to the hills.  These three major 
strike-slip faults and the other less well-known faults in the vicinity of San José are 
capable of producing earthquakes that damage buildings and claim lives. 
 
Historical Earthquakes near San José 
 
 The period of historical written records in California, which began with the founding 
of the first Spanish missions in California in 1769, has frequently been punctuated by 
6
  
earthquakes ranging in severity from minor to extremely damaging.  In the San Francisco 
Bay Area, a few of these earthquakes ruptured the San Andreas fault, but most occurred 
on the related plate-boundary faults.  Figure 1 shows the locations of earthquakes 
strongly felt in San José from 1818 to 1989. 
 In 1818, the first recorded, damaging seismic event affecting the area of present-day 
San José destroyed Mission Santa Clara, in the city of Santa Clara (California Mission 
Site, n.d.).  A series of strong shocks probably centered near Monterey, California, 
occurred in 1836; a contemporary account stated that the earthquake of 10 June 1836 
“caused havoc” at Santa Clara as well as Monterey (Louderback, 1947).   
  The event of June 1838 was the first major earthquake (MW ~7.0 or greater) in 
historical time in northern California; it damaged buildings from San Juan Bautista to San 
Francisco (Townley and Allen, 1939).  A trenching study and scarce contemporary 
records suggest an epicenter near Woodside, California, between San José and San 
Francisco (Hall et al., 1999, Toppozada et al., 2002).  A house was “shaken down” in the 
small town of San José and walls were badly damaged at both Mission Santa Clara and 
Mission San José (Louderback, 1947). 
 Throughout the 1850s and 1860s, San José, like most of the San Francisco Bay Area, 
was shaken but not badly damaged by several swarms of earthquakes. In October 1865 a 
MW ~5.9 event in or near the Santa Cruz Mountains—possibly on one of the thrust faults 
located east of and dipping into the San Andreas fault at depth (Yu and Segall, 1996)—
caused widespread damage.  Townley and Allen (1939) stated that “the shock was felt 
severely at San Jose.”  This earthquake not only toppled church steeples and damaged 
7
  
brick buildings in San José and Santa Clara but also caused damage in San Francisco 
(Townley and Allen, 1939; Toppozada et al., 2002). 
 The MW 6.8-7.0 “Great San Francisco Earthquake” of 21 October 1868, on the 
southern Hayward fault, had a likely epicenter near Fremont, only ca. 14 km from 
downtown San José (U.S. Geological Survey, 2008).  This earthquake damaged most of 
the brick buildings in San José and toppled many chimneys (Lawson et al., 1908; 
Boatwright and Bundock, 2008b).  In 1868, the population of San José was ca. 9,000 
(population 9,089 in the 1870 census; U.S. Census Bureau, 1872), and structural damage 
was confined to the commercial blocks in the center of the city (Boatwright and 
Bundock, 2008b). 
 In 1903, a pair of earthquakes on 11 June and 2 August with epicenters slightly east 
of San José shook the city.  The stronger earthquake of 2 August damaged nearly all the 
large buildings in the city (Townley and Allen, 1939).  The MW 7.8 San Francisco 
earthquake of 18 April 1906, which is the subject of this paper, was the most damaging to 
San José since 1868, although the epicenter was just offshore San Francisco, ca. 75 km 
away.  The closest point of rupture along the San Andreas fault was ca. 19 km from the 
center of San José. 
 Earthquakes have continued, although much abated, since 1906.  On 1 July 1911, a 
M~6 earthquake on the Calaveras fault rocked San José, cracking plate glass windows 
and brick walls and destroying some chimneys (Townley and Allen, 1939; Bakun et al., 
1984).  The MW 6.2 Morgan Hill earthquake of 24 April 1984, centered ca. 19 km 
southeast of San José on the Calaveras fault, was strongly felt in San José.  Because of 
8
  
the southward directivity of the rupture, damage was minimal in San José (Bakun et al., 
1984) and injuries minor (U.S. Geological Survey, 2008). 
 The MW 6.8 Loma Prieta earthquake of 17 October 1989, with epicenter on the San 
Andreas fault ca. 34 km south of San José, was the most destructive in the Santa Clara 
Valley since 1906.  This earthquake caused one death and moderate property damage in 
San José—broken chimneys, destruction of most of the unreinforced masonry buildings 
remaining after 1906, and shaking of wood-frame houses off their unattached foundations 
(U.S. Geological Survey, 2009). 
 The tectonic and geologic settings of the northern Santa Clara Valley have not 
changed appreciably in historical time.  This area can expect strong shocks to continue 
into the indefinite future.  In 1957, seismologist Charles Richter warned, “in California 
we must learn to live with the constant possibility of a serious earthquake” (Virtual 




Geologic Structure of the Santa Clara Valley 
 The northern Santa Clara Valley lies between two major members of the San Andreas 
fault system, the San Andreas fault on the west and the Hayward and Calaveras faults on 
the east (Fig. 2).  Reverse-oblique faults subparallel to the major faults form hills at the 
eastern and western edges of the Valley.  These secondary faults dip away from the 
valley into their respective major strike-slip faults at depth (Graymer et al., 2005).  The 
9
valley is ca. 27 km wide between the western and eastern hills; the San Andreas and 
Calaveras faults are ca. 42 km apart at this latitude.  Figure 2 shows the extent of the 
study area within the Santa Clara Valley. 
 The Silver Creek fault, the major through-going fault in the eastern Santa Clara 
Valley, trends north-northwest where it lies concealed directly east of downtown San 
José (Fig. 2).  Although the Silver Creek fault shows no clear evidence of Holocene 
activity, high-resolution seismic reflection suggests deformation on the fault in sediment 
of late Pleistocene age, ca. 270-140 ka or later (Williams et al., 2005b).  The Silver Creek 
fault has also been shown to offset 3-4 Ma Silver Creek gravels south of downtown San 
José (Graymer and DeVito, 1993; DeVito, 1995; Wills, 1995).  On its western side, the 
fault currently exhibits seasonal uplift and subsidence of ca. 35 mm in total, probably 
related to recharge and discharge of groundwater (Schmidt, 2005). 
 
Basin Structure and History 
 The Santa Clara Valley (Fig. 2) comprises three buried sedimentary basins: the 
Miocene Cupertino basin in the southwest of the valley; the likely Pliocene Evergreen 
basin in the northeast; and the superimposed Quaternary Santa Clara basin.  The 
Cupertino basin may have been formed as a result of the passage of the Mendocino Triple 
Junction around 17-14 Ma.  Miocene sandstone with oil accumulations has been 
recovered from fill of the Cupertino basin, which may be as deep as ca. 2.5-3 km (Stanley 
et al., 2005).  The younger Evergreen basin, shown by a 40-km-long isostatic gravity low 
as having 4-6 km of basin fill, may be a Pliocene pull-apart basin created in a right step-
10
over between the Silver Creek and Hayward faults ca. 12-2.5 Ma (Stanley et al., 2005).  
From 2000 to 2003, the United States Geological Survey and the Santa Clara Valley 
Water District drilled eight boreholes up to 407 m (1335.5 ft) deep (Fig. 3) in the 
northern Santa Clara Valley (Newhouse et al., 2004).  Five of the six boreholes in the 
study area were partially cored.  Reconstructions from core samples, geophysical data, 
and seismic profiles suggest that the sedimentary layers of the superimposed Quaternary 
Santa Clara basin are relatively flat.  The alluvial deposits, 200-300 m thick beneath 
much of present-day San José, represent ca. 800 ky of alluvial deposition, from mid-
Pleistocene to Present (Mankinen, 2005; Wentworth et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2005b). 
  Mesozoic rocks, primarily of the Franciscan complex, form a bedrock basement 
under the alluvial deposits, and a northwest-trending ridge of this bedrock in the center of 
the valley separates the two older basins.  In the three-dimensional geologic model of 
Jachens et al. (2001; 2005b), based on combined gravity, magnetic, geologic, and seismic 
data (Roberts and Jachens, 2003; Roberts et al., 2004; Stanley et al., 2005; Wentworth et 
al., 2005; Williams et al., 2005), the bedrock basement surface (Fig. 3) varies in relief by 
more than 5 km under the study area. 
 
Local Ground Conditions 
 
 The northern Santa Clara Valley has little topographic relief.  Streams from the 
eastern, western, and southwestern hills flow axially north to the San Francisco Bay, and 
the topography of the valley follows the gentle gradient of these streams from the 




















































































Figure 3. Geology of the northern Santa Clara Valley.  The map includes Quaternary 
geologic units (Witter et al., 2006), major faults, bedrock basement contours (after 
Hartzell et al., 2006), and the outline of the study area.  Cross-section A-B shows 
bedrock topology and basins.  Boreholes: CCOC (Coyote Creek Outdoor Classroom), 
GUAD (Guadalupe), MGCY (McGlincy), STGA (Saratoga), STPK (Santana Park), and 
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southern end of the northern Santa Clara Valley does bedrock outcrop (Fig. 3) provide  
ca. 60 m of relief above the valley floor (Wentworth et al., 1999). 
 Surface deposits within the study area are typical of a fluvial depositional 
environment: interbedded, lenticular stream channel deposits, terrace deposits, levees, 
and interchannel or floodplain deposits (Fig. 3).  The common avulsion of streams 
(sudden change in course, usually during a flooding event) is recorded in the pattern of 
stream levees on the Quaternary geologic map (Witter et al., 2006); a historical example 
is the 1867 avulsion of Los Gatos Creek upstream of its confluence with the Guadalupe 
River (Ames, 1996).  Within the study area, almost all of the surficial units (Fig. 3) are 
mapped as Holocene in age (Witter et al., 2006).   
 The subsurface of the valley records the variations in the composition and grain size 
of the alluvium over time.  The response of the fluvial system to flooding events and 
changes in sea level and climate are preserved, buried in the sedimentary record.  In map 
view, Quaternary levee deposits outline the modern and recent courses of the frequently-
avulsing streams.  These surficial levee deposits provide minor topographic relief as they 
fan out over the gently sloping alluvium.  Thus, the subsurface above bedrock consists of 
lenticular, discontinuous deposits of coarser (stream bed-load), coarsening-upward 
(levee), and finer (flood-plain) sediment. 
 Sediment cores from the deep boreholes (up to 407 m deep; Fig. 3) drilled from 2000 
to 2003 indicate that the discontinuous deposits continue at depth within a secular, 
layered depositional pattern (Wentworth et al., 2005; Wentworth and Tinsley, 2005a).  
Wentworth and Tinsley (2005b) divided the alluvium into eight depositional sequences 
13
  
that record variations in sea level and climate for ca. 800 ky.  The uppermost sequence 
(sequence one) was deposited following the most recent glacial maximum ca. 18 ka; the 
eighth and lowest sequence began ca. 710 ka (marine oxygen-isotope stage 18).  In the 
Wentworth-Tinsley model, each glacio-eustatic cycle is represented in the Santa Clara 
Valley sediment by a single fining-upward sequence with unconformable upper and 
lower boundaries representing hiatus in deposition.  Within each sequence are a lower 
and upper interval defined by grain size and controlled by cyclical climatic conditions; 
the lower interval consists of coarser sediment (primarily sand and gravel), the upper of 
finer sediment (primarily silt and clay). 
 
Cultural and Demographic Setting 
 
 In 1906, the vicinity of San José consisted of an urban commercial district with 
surrounding mixed commercial/residential neighborhoods, residential-only 
neighborhoods, outlying villages, and single dwellings typically on 10-acre orchard plots.  
San José was an agricultural and transportation center with a population of approximately 
26,000 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2006a, 2006b) within a 15 km2 area surrounding the city 
center.  In contrast, San Francisco in 1906 had a population of about 390,000 (U.S. 
Census Bureau, 2006a, 2006b) in an area of approximately 122 km2 and, therefore, a 
population density 84 percent higher than that of San José.  Commercial and mixed 
commercial/residential building inventory in downtown San José in 1906 consisted 
primarily of unreinforced masonry (URM buildings), typically two or three stories in 
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height (Fig. 4).  Large public buildings, such as San José city hall and the United States 
post office, were generally constructed of masonry reinforced with iron or steel. 
 San José and San Francisco were developed with substantially different building 
practices.  The first steel-frame high-rise building in San José was under construction in 
April 1906 (Fig. 5).  Downtown San Francisco had not only the older-style URM 
buildings but also taller, reinforced masonry structures built to more modern standards 
(Derleth, 1907; Gilbert et al., 1907; Tobriner, 2006).  Whereas residential construction 
was typically dense in San Francisco, many houses in San José had yards with stables for 
horses.  Ordinary frame dwellings were of similar construction styles in the two cities.  In 
San José, grand residences were built following the same construction practices used for 
ordinary frame dwellings (Sanborn-Perris Map Company, 1891, revised 1901; Sanborn 
Map Company, 1915); in San Francisco, the great mansions commonly were built of 




Shaking Intensity in the 1906 Earthquake in San José, California 
 
 The Lawson report (Lawson et al., 1908) was the first investigation of damage over 
the entire “felt” area of the 18 April 1906 earthquake.  The report documented earthquake 
effects felt by people and damage to structures in over 600 locations throughout 
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Figure 5. View south on First Street, San José, after the 1906 earthquake.  The Phelan 
Building (center), a soft-story, corner, URM structure, collapsed, killing one person and 
injuring two others (intensity 8.0).  The adjoining building (middle of photograph) 
suffered little structural damage other than the loss of the shared wall.  Note, however, 
the insufficient connection between brick wall and framing and the undamaged edge of 
the front wall, which was not attached to the side wall (intensity 7.5).  By contrast, the 
building in foreground (right side) was constructed with interlocking corners and lost 
only a corner and cornice of brickwork (apparent intensity 7.0).  The seven-story steel 
frame under construction (left background) was the first “high rise” to be built in San 
José; construction was finished after the earthquake.  The fire engine (left, middle 
distance) had sufficient water pressure at the hydrants to extinguish fires ingited after 
the earthquake.  The Phelan Building was located at the southwest corner of South First 




isoseismal intensity maps according to the then-current Rossi-Forel scale.  Toppozada et 
al. (1982) relied on the earlier work of Lawson et al. (1908) and Nason (1980a, 1980b, 
1982), as well as newspaper reports of damage, to interpret intensities at the scale of 
towns and cities.  Based on these previous studies, Stover and Coffman (1993) employed 
a recalibrated 1931 Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) scale (Wood and Neumann, 1931) 
to produce a small-scale isoseismal map for the 1906 “felt” area.  More recently, 
Boatwright and Bundock (2005) relocated more than 600 damage points from the 
Lawson report and used their recalibrated MMI scale to create a ShakeMap for the 1906 
earthquake.  Their inventory in the vicinity of San José consists of seven individual and 
composite damage points, not all of which are buildings.  In all of these studies, intensity 
assigned to the vicinity of San José is MMI 8-9. 
 The only local intensity study for 1906 comparable to the present investigation in 
scale and resolution of detail is H.O. Wood’s intensity map for San Francisco in the 
Lawson report (1908).  Building damage from the earthquake was, however, partially 
obscured by the effects of fire in San Francisco.  San José was fortunate to have escaped 
major fire damage following the 1906 earthquake; shaking caused most of the damage in 
San José in 1906. 
 
Other Intensity Studies Using Historical Sources 
 
 Outside the United States, notably in Europe but also in other countries, archival 
sources have been used for numerous historical studies of earthquake damage.  Records 
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from more than a millennium of earthquakes in Italy have been parameterized and made 
public (e.g., Monachesi and Stucchi, 1997; Working Group CPTI, 1999; Camassi, 2004).  
European seismologists have grappled with issues of quantifying and parameterizing 
historical (sometimes ancient) documents (Castelli and Monachesi, 1996; Moroni et al., 
1996) and have developed numerous methods, each uniquely designed to optimize 
available data, to evaluate these documents.  In Europe, scales developed for assignment 
of intensity to earthquake damage, ancient to modern, are the MSK-64 (Medvedev-
Sponheuer-Karnik), first used in 1964, and the EMS-98 (European Macroseismic Scale), 
most recently updated in 1998 (European Seismological Commission, 1998) and 
designed to replace the MSK-64 scale.  The EMS-98 differs from the Modified Mercalli 
Intensity (MMI) scale by quantifying both degree of damage to and vulnerability class of 
structures; MMI quantifies degree of damage to structures but differentiates vulnerability 
in a more general sense. 
 Several European intensity studies since the mid-1990s based on historical sources 
are pertinent to the present study.  In all cases, methods for evaluating the historical data 
in terms of intensity or other designation of damage have been fitted to the specific case 
at hand—there is no standardized approach.  Esposito et al. (1995) evaluated descriptions 
of damage from a personal journal for the 26 July 1805 earthquake in Isernia, southern 
Italy.  They ranked the damage status of 84 individual buildings using three categories of 
damage.  Gutdeutsch and Hammerl (1996) used detailed administrative records compiled 
in lower Austria after the earthquake of 27 February 1768 to quantify damage cost and 
damage class for individual buildings and develop a relationship between the data and the 
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EMS-92 intensity scale (version preceding the EMS-98).  Finally, a trio of studies on 
19th-century earthquakes in Mexico used rich archival sources and newspaper articles to 
construct maps of damage to individual buildings in Mexico City for the 8 March 1800, 
19 June 1845, and 7 April 1858 earthquakes (Márquez, 2001; Molina, 2001, 2004).  
Categories of damage differed for these three studies, depending on the quality of the 
damage descriptions in the historical data sources. 
 
METHODOLOGY AND DATA 
 
 Interpretation of damage reports and assignment of shaking intensity to specific 
locations are primary tools for assessing damage from historical earthquakes.  Until now, 
no building-by-building investigation of earthquake damage in the vicinity of San José, 
California, has been carried out for the best-known earthquake in the United States.  The 
present study offers a new set of high-density data for 1906 and a methodology, 





 The methodology for this study is based on the premise that an intensity estimate can 
be calculated from the damage to a single building, provided the extent of damage and 
style of building construction are sufficiently well known.  The methodology applies a 
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refinement of the Modified Mercalli Intensity scale developed for the present study to 
richly detailed damage data for the 1906 earthquake in the vicinity of San José.  After 
intensities are assigned to individual damage data points, points can be aggregated 
geographically without loss of the basic relationship between intensity and damage-
causing ground motion. 
 Variations in the intensity data may occur over very short distances.  Two types of 
factors help explain such variation: (1) site-specific effects actually influencing ground 
motion, and (2) other factors not reflected in the data, such as variation in construction 
materials or condition of buildings.  Variability of intensity (range of intensity) helps to 
distinguish between the two types of factors.  When the intensity range within a small 
geographic area is large, building-related factors (or errors in characterizing damage) may 
account for the difference between measured intensity and expected ground motion.  On 
the other hand, a small range of intensity in an area suggests that buildings responded 
similarly to ground shaking and that a real, unanticipated, site-specific effect may explain 




 The data supporting this study offer a unique picture of 1906 damage in the vicinity 
of San José, California.  The post-earthquake, building-by-building, professional 
inspections underlying 80 percent of the 607 damage data points compiled for this study 
document an outstanding new detail of damage; 69 additional sources contribute to the 
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damage data (Appendix A).  Sites of damaged buildings are pinpointed geographically; 
with few exceptions, data points are located within the footprints of 1906 buildings.  In 
almost all cases, building size, height, and construction material are known.  The density 
of data is high for a historical intensity study, averaging 4.4 data points/km2 over the 
study area of 138 km2.  Of the 607 damage points, 486 (80%) are within the 1906 city 
limits of San José.  Data density in the center of downtown San José peaks at 684 
points/km2 in a 0.5 km by 0.5 km square and 1422 points/km2 in the densest city block.  
In the commercial district of the city, data points are spaced between 4 m and 70 m apart.  
This high density contrasts strongly with the typical assignment of one data point to all of 
central San José in traditional intensity studies.  Clarity of the picture of damage, 
combined with sensitivity of the 1906 buildings in the upper midrange of the MMI scale 
(MMI 6-9), permits fine resolution of intensity. 
 From 20 through 28 April 1906, the official Special Building Inspection Committee 
of the Board of Police and Fire Commissioners, composed of 20 local architects and 
builders, personally inspected and recorded their professional assessments of damaged 
buildings citywide.  The San Jose Daily Mercury and San Jose Mercury and Herald 
printed the Inspection Committee reports in their entirety.  These inspection reports 
constitute the core data for the present study (Appendix A).  As an example, on 24 April 
1906, the Inspection Committee reported on damage to the Bank of San José building at 
the northeast corner of First and Santa Clara streets in downtown San José: 
Bank of San José Building -- The northeast corner of the banking room 
brick wall is in bad condition, crushed and unsafe.  Basement and all 




Front on Santa Clara Street and First Street first story, the iron work and 
supports of same are racked and out of its [sic] original position.  Brick wall 
on north side of the stairway is broken on east and west ends.  North party 
wall with Knox-Goodrich Building in good condition. 
 
The building is not safe for occupancy in its present condition and should be 
heavily shored up at each column on both streets, which, if properly done, 
would render the building temporarily safe and [sic] until the entire building 
is remodeled and repaired, as the upper stories are somewhat out of plumb. 
The east wall of said building is condemned and should not be used.       
(San Jose Daily Mercury, 1906a) 
 
 For a given earthquake and site conditions, the construction material and construction 
technique largely determine vulnerability of a structure to ground shaking (Freeman, 
1932; Tobriner, 2006).  Three editions of the Fire Insurance Map Book for San José 
(Sanborn-Perris Map Company, 1884; Sanborn-Perris Map Company, 1891; Sanborn 
Map Company, 1915), originally owned and used by fire-insurance agencies and updated 
annually by subscription, provide locations and construction detail for individual 
buildings.  The present study takes details for location and building construction 
primarily from the two-volume set from 1891, as revised (updated) to August 1901.  
Other Sanborn map editions used are: 1891, unrevised, revised to August 1906, and 
revised to February 1921; and 1915, unrevised, revised 1917-1930, revised to March 
1929, and revised to June 1930 (Appendix A).  These original volumes reside in the 
archives of the Research Library at History San José (http://www.historysanjose.org/ 
research/library/).  Historical Sanborn maps without updates are commonly available 
online through libraries.  For a fee, unrevised maps for ca. 12,000 cities in North 
America, digitized from the Sanborn map collection in the Library of Congress, are 
available from Environmental Data Resources, Inc. (www.edrnet.com/sanborn.htm). 
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 Sanborn map books offer a wealth of detail: street address, precise location and 
dimensions of lot and building footprint within the lot, use of building, and construction 
details such as construction material, number of stories, location and height of fire walls, 
and positions of doors, windows, porches, parapets, and awnings.  Figure 4 shows a 
portion of a Sanborn map for one city block of San José in August 1901. 
 Construction materials for the structures in this study are either URM (unreinforced 
masonry—primarily brick, but a few structures of stone, adobe, or concrete) or wood 
(frame).  URM may be subdivided by construction quality into URM C (ordinary 
construction with no extreme weaknesses) and URM D (weak horizontally; having 
extreme weaknesses; failing to tie in at corners), according to Richter’s (1958) 
classification.  Damage descriptions and photographs indicate that nearly all URM 
buildings in San José in 1906 were URM D (Fig. 5).  Some large public buildings were 
the more seismically resistant URM C.  It is more difficult, but in many cases possible, to 
classify frame structures according to standard or substandard quality of construction; 
standard is the default.  The nature of the foundation, if any, is not commonly known but 
can in some cases be inferred from available information, such as photographs.  Frame 
structures, in any case, were not anchored to their foundations. 
  One of the chief challenges in using historical data is relocating old structures on 
modern maps.  Verification of damage reports by independent sources, particular by 
photograph, helps minimize questions of geographic location and calibration of damage 
assessment.  For buildings identified only by name of business or owner, city directories 
are the main resource for finding street addresses within the city limits of San José and 
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Santa Clara (e.g., Husted, 1905).  Most buildings in outlying areas appear on historical 
maps.  Careful reading of the Inspection Committee reports commonly enables the 
location of buildings by interpolation of the inspectors’ paths as they walked through the 
city.  Geolocation, spatial analysis, geostatistical analysis, and geographic depiction of 
data were performed with ArcGIS geographic information system software from ESRI. 
 The database for this study, reproduced in Appendix A, consists of the following 
fields for each intensity data point: entry number (record locator), location 
(latitude/longitude and street address), construction material, size of building footprint 
(qualitative), number of stories, use of building, assigned intensity value, data sources, 
and summary of reported damage. 
 
Refinement of the Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale 
 
 The intensity scale used in the present study (Table 1) is refined from the Stover and 
Coffman (1993) recalibration of the 1931 Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) scale, in 
order to bring out the rich detail of the damage data (Appendix B).  Seven distinct levels 
of damage are discernible in the data over the range MMI 6-9.  In Table 2, the scale from 
this study is compared with intensity scales used in previous studies of the 1906 
earthquake. 
 A note on intensity notation is necessary.  Although traditional intensity studies, 
including that of Stover and Coffman (1993), employ Roman numerals for values of 
intensity, this document uses Arabic numerals for analysis and ease of presentation, 
25
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following the usage of Boatwright and Bundock (2005, 2008a, 2008b).  The sole 
exception occurs in Table 2, which preserves Roman numerals for intensities from 
previous work but employs Arabic numerals for intensities from the present study.  
Although the intensity scale used here is a refinement of the 1931 MMI scale, values of 
intensity are expressed in units of intensity rather than MMI.  MMI is used exclusively for 
previous work and where intensity values in formulas are expressed in units of MMI. 
 The MMI scale of Stover and Coffman (1993) is the starting point for assigning 
intensity values to buildings in the present study (Appendix B).  Inspectors’ 1906 damage 
evaluations employ terminology consistent with that in Stover and Coffman, and 
buildings are of the same types and construction materials as those in the Stover and 
Coffman catalog.  Intensity values, however, differ from those of Stover and Coffman 
(1993) in several important respects.  In the MMI scale as refined in the present study,  
(1) the range of observed intensities is limited to 6-9, (2) intensity values are assigned to 
individual structures rather than aggregated damage reports, (3) partial steps in intensity 
are recognized, (4) assigned intensity is lower than Stover and Coffman MMI for damage 
to tall structures such as chimneys, and (5) two qualities of URM construction are 
distinguished. 
 The present study does not consider the full range of intensity (MMI 1-12).  As noted 
earlier, all intensity values assigned to damage data points fall within the range 6-9, the 
intensity range for which degrees of damage to structures can be distinguished.  The 
entire study area is assumed to have experienced ground shaking equivalent to intensity 
6, the minimum detectable in the data, and intensity 9 is assigned only for total 
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destruction of a frame building.  By intensity 10, nearly all structures are destroyed, and 
fine distinctions would not be possible, using the data available. 
 For the present study, a single intensity value from the refined MMI scale is assigned 
to each point of observed damage rather than to an entire community, town, or region.  
The advantage of individual point intensities is the ability to maintain resolution of detail 
for later analysis at different scales.  Variability of the data over very small areas is also 
readily determined, given the large number of closely spaced data points. 
 A key difference between the MMI scale as used here and that of Stover and Coffman 
(1993) centers on the intensity at which nearly all chimneys have fallen.  According to 
Lawson et al. (1908), 95 percent of chimneys in San José fell during the 1906 earthquake.  
In the present study, aggregate shaking effects, such as fallen chimneys reported over a 
large area, are not considered; a fallen chimney is assigned intensity 7.  In Stover and 
Coffman (1993), MMI 7 is assigned for a single fallen chimney and MMI 8 for nearly all 
chimneys fallen (Table 2).  The reason for this discrepancy is that the 1931 MMI scale, 
on which Stover and Coffman intensities are based, tends to overestimate intensity for 
long-period effects associated with the large displacements of large-magnitude events 
(Richter, 1958).  In the 1906 earthquake, duration of damaging shaking in San José was 
more than one minute (Lawson et al., 1908), sufficient time for tall structural components 
(e.g., chimneys, church steeples, and water towers) to develop long-period resonance.  An 
inverted-pendulum effect, induced by long duration of shaking, caused damage to 
chimneys and church steeples at relatively low intensities throughout the “felt” area of 
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the 1906 earthquake (Boatwright and Bundock, 2005).  The present study follows the 
practice of Boatwright and Bundock with regard to damaged chimneys. 
 High density of data, detailed reports of damage, and sensitivity of the buildings in 
the data set permit distinctions in intensity between full steps of the MMI scale.  A partial 
step (e.g., 6.5, 7.5, or 8.5) is not precisely a half step, but rather represents a range of 
0.25-0.75 above a full step in intensity.  Boatwright and Bundock (2005) also recognized 
degrees of damage between full steps of the MMI scale from the damage descriptions in 
the Lawson report (1908).  Figure 6 illustrates damage to a substantial frame dwelling at 
intensity 8.5; intensity 9 would have been assigned had the house collapsed completely. 
 Intensity ranges for which partial steps can be distinguished are 6-8 for URM D 
buildings, 8-9 for URM C buildings, and 7-9 for frame buildings.  Two examples of 
common 1906 damage in downtown San José will illustrate this point.  URM D responds 
to shaking at three distinct levels, intensities 7, 7.5, and 8, as indicated in Table 1.  The 
most common mode of damage to 2- and 3-story URM D buildings in San José in 1906 
was out-of-plane damage to exterior brick walls (Tobriner, 2006), in which lateral forces 
normal to the plane of a wall pushed outward, particularly where a wall lacked a strong 
connection to the interior framework.  This type of damage commonly resulted in partial 
or complete separation of a brick façade from the inner wood framework (Fig. 7) and in 
most cases affected only a portion of an upper-story wall.  In certain cases, as in Figure 8, 
the entire upper portion of a URM wall was dislocated while the first-story wall remained 
relatively undamaged.  Stover and Coffman (1993) assigned MMI 7 to slight URM 
damage and MMI 8 to total failure of URM; in the current study, intensity 7.5 is used to 
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Figure 6. Dougherty mansion after the 1906 earthquake.  The wood-frame Dougherty 
mansion, located a few blocks north of downtown San José, was considered a “total 
wreck” by building inspectors and passersby alike.  The porch collapsed, and the corner 
of the house (right, bottom of photograph) was lifted off the unbolted foundation.  A 
prominent San José architect was eventually able to restore Mrs. Dougherty’s dwelling.  
Intensity 8.5.  Photograph courtesy of History San José (accession number 1997-225-
200).
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Figure 7. San José High School after the 1906 earthquake.  This rear view shows out-
of-plane damage to free-standing brick walls, a common type of damage to URM 
buildings in the 1906 earthquake.  Note the lack of tie-in between brick and the inner 
wood framing.  Intensity 8.0.  Photograph courtesy of History San José (accession 
number 1997-300-1316).
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Figure 8. Failure of upper-story URM wall.  This photograph, taken in downtown San 
José within days after the 1906 earthquake, shows URM (unreinforced masonry) failure  
typical for the older brick buildings in the center of the city (DTC).  The front, upper-
story, brick wall of the building housing the Pacific Coast Business College and Home 
Union Bank appears to have been poorly connected to the building and fell into the 
street with minimal damage to the remainder of the building.  Closely-spaced iron tie 
rods typically ran through URM buildings between the first and second floors; above 
that level, tie rods commonly were either not used or widely separated.  Better wall 
connections at corners and tie rods of appropriate spacing at the roof joists could have 
prevented or minimized this failure.  The building was at 59 South Market Street, San 
José, at the northeast corner of South Market and Lightston streets.  Intensity 7.5.  Pho-
tograph courtesy of History San José (accession number 1997-225-208).
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recognize an intermediate level of structural damage, as in Figure 8, and intensity 8.0 for 
the more severe structural damage in Figure 7. 
 
INTENSITY RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 
 
Full Study Area 
 
 Intensities for the 607 data points in the present study are approximately normally 
distributed over the range 6.0-9.0 (Fig. 9).  For the entire study area, median intensity is 
7.50 and mean intensity is 7.36, with standard deviation 0.69 (Table 3).  The closeness in 
value of the medians and means for two extremely different construction materials, URM 
and frame, together with a standard deviation of less than 0.7 in intensity value, indicates 
that the methodology produces a consistent overall measure of intensity of shaking, 
regardless of construction material or quality. 
 Of the 607 data points, 264 represent URM structures and 343 represent wood-frame 
structures (Appendix A).  Buildings constructed from the two types of material responded 
differently but predictably—in both type and level of damage—to ground shaking in 
1906.  Intensities for URM structures are focused in the 7.0-8.0 range; intensities for 
frame structures are more evenly distributed over the wider 6.5-8.5 range.  Figure 9 
summarizes intensity by construction material; attributes of individual data points are in 


































Figure 9. Distribution of 1906 intensity data points by construction material.  
The range of intensity is 6.0 through 9.0.  Of the 607 data points, 264 represent 
URM and 343 wood-frame buildings.  The distributions for all buildings and 
URM-only approximate a normal distribution, but the distribution is flatter for 
frame.  Median intensity for all data points is 7.5, and mean intensity is 7.36.
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9.0 for collapse of a frame structure.  The minimum intensity of 6.0-6.5 indicates 
apparent lack of structural damage. 
 Median intensity for all structures is 7.50, for URM is 7.25, and for frame is 7.50.  At 
intensity 7.0-7.5, the response of URM structures to shaking in 1906 was severe damage 
to or partial falling of masonry walls but not complete structural failure.  Most URM 
structures in the study area in 1906 were of similar construction (URM D, commercial 
brick buildings of two or three stories), were concentrated in the downtown center of San 
José, and had similar responses to ground motions.   
 At intensity 7.5, frame buildings in 1906 were rarely damaged structurally but were 
typically moved off their foundations and, commonly, subsequently repositioned.  
Because frame structures have a wider geographic distribution than URM structures, the 
intensity distribution for frame is wider and flatter than for URM (Fig. 9).  Frame 
structures predominate at the extremes of the intensity range: they constitute 75 percent 
of structures in the intensity range 6.0-6.5 (slight or no damage) and 99 percent in the 
range 8.5-9.0 (severe structural damage), but only 37 percent in the range 7.0-7.5, at 




 Undamaged buildings are more difficult to identify, because after the 1906 
earthquake, investigations focused on the damaged buildings.  A few general conclusions 
can, however, be drawn from the damage data, building locations, and construction 
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detail.  It is likely that all or nearly all damage to URM buildings was reported and is 
included in the data.  Most of the URM buildings in San José were concentrated in the 
downtown commercial district; the inspection committee inspected and reported on       
ca. 100 percent of buildings in 19 city blocks and ca. 50 percent in 17 other blocks in the 
commercial district.  In this central district, nearly 100 percent of URM buildings were 
damaged to some extent.  Essentially all the URM buildings located outside the central 
district were also damaged (e.g., Fig. 10) and are included in the data.  For wood-frame 
buildings in the city, most of the moderate to severe damage was reported.  It is unlikely 
that more than 10 percent of frame buildings in San José suffered moderate or greater 
structural damage. 
 Outside the city limits, the damage reports concentrated on severely damaged 
buildings, primarily wood-frame dwellings and larger commercial and institutional 
structures.  Estimating the percentage of damaged buildings there is more difficult, 
although in the town of Campbell (Fig. 2), nearly all of the damage appears to have been 
reported and has been captured in the present study. 
 Damage to chimneys is separate from structural damage and is probably 
underreported in the present study.  In the Lawson report (1908), 95 percent of chimneys 
in the city were reported as being “down” after the 1906 earthquake.  Chimney damage of 
some extent can, therefore, be assumed to be common, although not necessarily reported.  
The buildings described as “good as ever” by inspectors (Appendix A) likely had 

























































































































































































































































 Damage data points are grouped into present-day census blocks for spatial 
interpretation and estimation of variability of intensity over very small areas.  Census 
blocks are the smallest geographic units with 100 percent tabulation of census data; they 
range in size from a single city block in urban settings to large rural areas bounded by 
visible features (U.S. Census Bureau, 2007).  In the year 2000, the average population of 
a census block was 100 people (Hayslett, 2008); building density approximately 
correlates with population density. 
 In the study area, census blocks (Fig. 11) containing intensity data points range over 
0.005 km2-0.481 km2 in size, with an average area of 0.035 km2; the typical city block of 
the downtown core (DTC) of San José has an area of 0.021 km2 (Fig. 12).  Census blocks 
are an ideal choice for grouping because they are generally sufficiently large to 
encompass multiple points in dense areas, are small enough to eliminate most data-less 
space around the points, have objectively determined boundaries, and are widely and 
publicly available.  In a single census block, median intensity of data points is the 
primary measure of intensity (Fig. 11).  For groups of census blocks, the mean of census 
block median intensities is the central measure.  The mean of all census block medians is 
7.46, with standard deviation 0.66.  Figure 13 shows the range of census-block median 
intensities in (a) 126 (56 percent) of the 227 census blocks with one point, and (b) the 











































Figure 11. Census blocks in the study area.  Census blocks from the 2000 U.S. decen-
nial census are outlined in gray.  The 227 census blocks containing 1906 intensity data 
points are shown in color.  Within the study area, census blocks with data points range 
in size from 0.005         to 0.481        , with an average area of 0.035        .  In down-
town San José (DTC), census blocks are commonly the size of city blocks, which have 
an average area of 0.021         (DTC is the densely colored area in middle-right of 
figure; see Figure 12).  Median intensity for blocks with data points is the median of 
1906 intensities in the block and is the primary measure of 1906 intensity for the block.






































Figure 12. Census blocks in the downtown core of San José (DTC).  Census blocks are 
from the 2000 U.S. decennial census.  Colors indicate median 1906 intensities for census 
blocks with data points; white blocks have no data points.  For most of DTC, census 
blocks coincide with city blocks; the average area is 0.021        .  The spatial distribution 
of wood-frame (frame) and unreinforced masonry (URM) construction is shown (circles 




















































































































































































































































 Range of intensity is the primary measure of variability at the census block level and 
applies only to the 101 census blocks with two or more data points.  It is significant that 
71 percent of blocks with two or more data points have an intensity range of one or less 
(Fig. 13).  For these blocks with small variability, intensity probably reflects consistent 
response of structures to ground shaking.  In the remaining 29 percent of blocks with two 
or more data points, moderate to large variations in intensity may be attributed to factors 
other than ground shaking, such as differences in construction, prior damage to 
structures, or anthropogenic factors. 
 
Downtown Core: Area of Greatest Data Density 
 
 A group of 72 census blocks in the downtown core of San José (DTC) has the 
greatest point density in the study area (Fig. 12).  Although data points are not uniformly 
distributed, density is extremely high at 228 points/km2, or five points per typical city 
block.  Here the mean of census block medians is 7.24 and standard deviation is 0.54.   
Of the 72 blocks in DTC, 51 have two or more points.  For these 51 blocks, the mean of 
median intensities is 7.19, and standard deviation is 0.48.  Of the 51 census blocks,        
30 blocks (58 percent) have small variability: 16 blocks (31 percent) have intensity of 
range ≤ 0.5, and another 14 blocks (27 percent) have intensity of range 0.5-1.0.  As a 





Communities: Microzones of Intensity 
 
 Community in the present context does not mean neighborhood, village, or town; it 
has instead the sense of microzone—an area up to several square kilometers in size 
characterized by a particular intensity.  Six separate communities are formed in the study 
area by grouping geographically distinct associations of contiguous or nearly contiguous 
census blocks containing intensity data points (Fig. 11).  Five data points in four spatially 
separate census blocks are excluded from communities.  Communities have areas ranging 
from 1.0 km2 to 16.8 km2, with an average area of 6.6 km2.  Communities have irregular 
shapes, and their maximum dimensions (envelopes for the census blocks) range from    
1.1 km by 0.9 km to 7.0 km by 2.4 km.  Mean intensity for a community is defined as the 
mean of median intensities for all census blocks in the community. 
 Mean community intensity varies over the range 6.6-8.2 and reflects the tremendous 
geographic variation in damage over the study area.  Standard deviations of intensity are 
small (0.16-0.64), indicating low variability within communities (Table 4).  The CMB 
(Campbell) community has mean intensity of 6.6 (no significant structural damage).  At 
the other extreme, ALA (the Alameda) and ESJ (East San José) both have mean intensity 
of 8.2 (significant structural damage).  The larger communities of SJ (San José), STC 
(Santa Clara), and WSJ (West of San José) have intermediate intensities of 7.4 and 7.5, 
and 7.0, respectively. 
 Because variability of intensity is small within a community, intensity variations 
among communities are significant and probably represent true differences in ground 
48

























































































   




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































motion.  These intensity variations are clearly shown in Figure 14 and Plate 1.  Why did 
URM buildings survive at CMB with virtually no damage, while nearly all URM 
buildings at SJ were damaged?  Why were wood-frame mansions at ALA, along the 
main road between SJ and STC, so severely damaged that they had to be razed?  Why 
did observers in 1906 note a marked increase in damage at ESJ during a center-to-east 
traverse of San José?  These differences in intensity are probably the result of underlying 
factors still in operation today.  Possible causes of the variations will be evaluated in the 
following sections. 
 
COMPARISONS WITH OTHER STUDIES 
 
 Intensity studies for historical earthquakes have traditionally been undertaken on a 
regional basis, with small-scale mapping of intensity data points widely dispersed over a 
large region (e.g., Stover and Coffman, 1993).  Today, Internet questionnaires permit 
MMI mapping by ZIP code (and street address, when given) within minutes of modern 
earthquakes.  The precursor of this Community Internet Intensity Map (CIIM) tool was 
developed following the 17 January 1994 Northridge, California, earthquake (Dewey et 
al., 1995; Dengler and Dewey, 1998; Wald et al., 1999a).  Although ZIP codes are 
commonly the size of several city blocks in extent, in rural areas they can be quite large.  
Traditional MMI studies, whether for historical or modern earthquakes, delineate 
envelopes of maximum intensity for large regions; rarely is an intensity study undertaken 
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Figure 14. 1906 intensity in point and ShakeMap formats.  Variations in 1906 intensity 
are seen at the scale of communities.  Both areas of lower intensity and hot spots of 
amplified ground motion are evident in the study area.  ShakeMap colors represent 
Modified Mercalli intensity.  The 1906 intensities from the present study are shown as 
small colored circles.  The Lawson report (1908) intensities of Boatwright and 
Bundock (2005) constrain intensity outside the study area; these intensities are 
incorporated with the permission of the authors.  Howard Bundock, USGS, created the 
ShakeMap from the two sets of intensities and has given permission to use the 
ShakeMap.  When this illustration is viewed at high magnification (Plate 1; PDF file, 
in pocket), the exact locations and colors of data points from the present study are 
visible.  Communities: ALA (Alameda), CMB (Campbell), ESJ (East San José), SJ 






dense, as in the Dewey et al. (1995) study of the 1994 Northridge earthquake, may 
unusually high or low variations by neighborhood be recognized; these variations may 




 For six locations, intensity values from the present study are compared with results of 
three other modern intensity studies for the 18 April 1906 earthquake: Toppozada et al. 
(1982), Stover and Coffman (1993), and Boatwright and Bundock (2005).  Table 5 shows 
generally good agreement between maximum intensity in the present study and MMI in 
the other studies.  It is reasonable that intensity averaged over individual data points 
should be somewhat lower than MMI from methodologies that emphasize maximum 
damage.  The averaged intensity from the present study is consistent with results of other 
average-damage studies, in which intensity estimates of local engineers are consistently 
one intensity point below intensity assigned by seismologists (Lomnitz, 1994). 
 At four locations, 1906 intensity values from the present study are directly compared 
with intensities for the 17 October 1989 Loma Prieta, California, earthquake, restated in 
CIIM format (U.S. Geological Survey, 2006b).  The 1906 intensities are higher by      
0.6-1.4 in intensity value than the 1989 intensities at three of the four locations but lower 
by 1.1 in intensity value southwest of San José (Table 6).  The 2.0-point intensity range 
for 1906 data is much larger than the 0.5-point range for 1989.  The 1906 earthquake 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 For some modern earthquakes, ground motions measured at seismic stations in the 
study area can be compared with 1906 intensity from the present study.  In Table 7, 
intensity values at two seismic stations, SJH and AGW, are compared for the 1906 and 
1989 Loma Prieta earthquakes (U.S. Geological Survey, 2006a).  At both locations, 1906 
intensity is higher by 0.5-0.7 in intensity value than 1989 instrumental intensity inverted 
from ground motions using the regression relationship for peak ground velocity (PGV) of 
Wald et al. (1999b). 
 Three seismic arrays have measured ground motions in the northern Santa Clara 
Valley.  Ground motions from the Fletcher et al. (2003) array and the two configurations 
of the San José dense array (Hartzell et al., 2003; Hartzell et al., 2006) are compared here 
with 1906 intensities from the present study.  The seismic array of strong-motion 
recorders of Fletcher et al. (2003) captured ground motions from 14 local and seven large 
teleseismic events recorded during 1998. This 42-element array was deployed across the 
entire northern Santa Clara Valley; a small portion of the array overlapped the present 
study area.  The array measured variation by a factor of 6.8 in site amplification within 
the northern Santa Clara Valley.  For locations within ca. 1 km of each of the eight array 
stations within the study area, the 1906 intensity values are within ±1.0 of the intensities 
inverted from site amplifications by the PGV regression relationship of Wald et al. 
(1999b), and the two sets of intensities are positively correlated.  Notable similarities in 
55
    
  







































































































































































































































































































































the two intensity data sets are (1) high amplification/intensity values at the western edge 
of the Evergreen basin and (2) low values in the eastern Cupertino basin. 
 The San José dense seismic array of the northern Santa Clara Valley was a unique, 
high-resolution instrument designed to map lateral variations in ground-motion 
amplification across a major urban center.  The array, composed of up to 52 strong-
motion recorders located primarily in backyards of single-family homes at 1-km or 
smaller spacing, continuously recorded ground motions from local and teleseismic events 
from 1999 to 2004 (Frankel et al., 2001; Hartzell et al., 2003; Hartzell et al., 2006).  The 
locations and number of recorders (42 in 1999; 51 in 2004) varied as the array was 
incrementally deployed westward across the valley from its initial position over the 
Evergreen basin, east of San José (Frankel et al., 2001).   
 The San José dense array, when configured for the Evergreen basin, measured 23 
small to moderate local/regional earthquakes and one large event from 1999 through 
2001 (Hartzell et al., 2003).  The site amplification values duplicate a pattern seen in the 
1906 intensity values from the present study.  Site amplification from array 
measurements increases by a factor of over 2.5, the equivalent of slightly more than 1.0 
in intensity value, over a distance of 2 km from the center of DTC (downtown San José) 
to ESJ, at the western edge of the Evergreen basin.  1906 intensity at the same locations 
increases by 1.0, from 7.2 at DTC to 8.2 at ESJ. 
 In a later deployment of the San José dense array, 51 stations spanned the entire width 
of the present study area and captured ground motions from the MW 6.0 Parkfield, 
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and envelopes for the six communities from the present study overlying the Hartzell et al. 
(2006) site amplifications in the 2-4 Hz range from the 2004 Parkfield earthquake.    
Table 8 compares relative site amplification at seven locations for the 1906 and 2004 
earthquakes.  Because the area surrounding present-day, central San José has an 
intermediate range of ground motion for both events, SJ has been selected as the 
reference location for comparison of 1906 and 2004 site amplification. 
 The comparison of 1906 intensities and 2004 ground motions reveals geographic 
areas of significant agreement.  These locations of site amplification or deamplification 
have lasted for at least 98 years and can be expected to persist in the future.  Site 
amplification for 2004 (relative to 2004 site amplification at SJ) and 1906 intensity 
(relative to 1906 intensity at SJ) match in direction, but not necessarily in magnitude, at 
four of the six communities—ALA, ESJ, CMB, and STC (Table 8).  (SJ is omitted 
because it is used as the standard.)  The near-match between 1906 and 2004 values at 
ALA and ESJ is striking—the differences in relative intensity of 0.0 at ALA and 0.3 at 
ESJ likely indicate strong, enduring, site amplification.  For both communities, the 2004 
data were well constrained by dense data.  At CMB, both 1906 and 2004 intensities are 
lower than at SJ.  CMB can be expected to continue to have weaker ground motions than 
SJ.  The 1906 value at CMB is lower by 0.6, but the closest seismic array station was 
located more than 3 km from CMB, and 2004 ground motions there were not well 
constrained.  At STC, ground motions are higher than at SJ for both 1906 and 2004.  The 
relative 2004 intensity is higher by 0.5 at STC, but 2004 ground motions, based on array 
measurements more than 1.8 km from STC, were not well constrained.  For WSJ, the 
59





















































































































































































































































































































   




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   




























































   



























   





















































































































































































































































2004 value (relative to SJ) is higher by 0.8, but the 1906 relative value is lower by 0.4.  
This discrepancy in direction as well as magnitude may be explained by (1) low density 
of 1906 intensity data for WSJ, (2) 2004 measurements at widely spaced stations within 
WSJ, and (3) different azimuthal effects in 1906 and 2004.  SJ, as the reference location, 
has intermediate intensity for both 1906 and 2004. 
 The significant areas of agreement between the 1906 intensities and the modern 
ground-motion studies discussed in this section strongly suggest that site amplification 
patterns in San José and vicinity are enduring and can be expected to recur.  The areas of 
disagreement require further, detailed investigation to uncover the causes of the 
discrepancies. 
 
1906 Ground-Motion Simulation 
 
 A comparison of 1906 intensity values from the present study with MMI inverted 
from simulated ground motions for the 1906 earthquake (the broad-band, finite-
difference rupture model SF1906Song 2c at 1-10 Hz; Aagaard et al., 2008) shows general 
agreement but also highlights small areas of significant disagreement (Fig. 16; Table 9; 
Appendix C).  Residuals between the intensity values inferred from the ground motion 
simulation (MMISim) and the intensity values from the present study (IntS) are calculated 
as MMISim - IntS.  MMISim values have a grid spacing of one arc-minute, and IntS is 
compared with the closest MMISim grid value at each of the 607 IntS locations.  On 
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(Simul. - 1906 Intens.)
 2.01 -  2.50
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Figure 16. Map of intensity residuals.  Simulated 1906 MMI values from Aagaard et 
al. (2008) are compared with 1906 intensity from the present study.  Simulated MMI 
values are inverted from ground motions with grid spacing of one arc-minute 
throughout the study area.  Residuals are simulated MMI less 1906 intensity.  Mean 
residual is +0.6 and standard deviation is 0.8.  Agreement is within  ±0.5 for 40 
percent of the 607 intensity data locations.
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average of census-block maximum intensities.  The distribution of residuals (Fig. 17) has 
mean of +0.6, standard deviation of 0.8, and range of -1.2 to +2.3.  Residuals are within  
±0.5 for 40 percent of the 607 locations and within ±0.8 for 54 percent.  At ALA, ESJ, 
and STC, the two values are in very close agreement: -0.2 < MMISim ≤ +0.2.  At SJ, the 
residual equals +0.7, slightly above the average for the study area.  CMB (residual of 
+2.2) and WSJ (residual of +1.1) have the highest residuals. 
 The intensities from the present study and modeled ground motions from the 
broadband simulation are in substantial agreement at most locations.  The major areas of 
disagreement are at WSJ and CMB, both in the Cupertino basin (Fig. 2).  It is possible 
that either the 1906 data from the present study have not accurately captured ground 
motions in this area or site-specific factors controlling ground motions in 1906 are not 
included in the broadband model.  In particular, at CMB the high residual of +2.2 
represents a substantial discrepancy between the modeled ground motions and the fairly 
minor damage to buildings reported in contemporary sources. 
 An area of 0.27-km radius within SJ, at the confluence of the Guadalupe River and 
Los Gatos Creek (CONFL, Fig. 18) has a notably high residual of +1.7: the 1906 damage 
data indicate an unusually low intensity here that is not reflected in the simulation.          
A particular set of site conditions, discussed subsequently, may have governed ground 
motions here in 1906.  With the data points of CONFL omitted, the residual at SJ 
decreases to +0.6, the average for the study area. 
 The close correlation of 1906 intensity values from the present study with ground 
motions measured for modern earthquakes and modeled for the 1906 earthquake suggests 
65


































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 18. Confluence (CONFL) of the Guadalupe River and Los Gatos Creek.  An area 
of radius c. 0.27 km surrounding the confluence of the two streams in downtown San 
José had unusually low intensity in 1906.  The area extending from the seasonal Canoas 
Creek (Arroyo Tulare de las Canoas) to the confluence, shown in approximate extent 
with diagonal hatching, was originally marsh land and was drained in the late 19th 
century.  The fine-grained, homogeneous sediment here may have contributed to stability 
of the soil and low 1906 intensity.  In the 1950s, Canoas Creek was diverted upstream 
into the Guadalupe River.  The creek no longer flows through downtown San José.  The 
1905 course of Canoas Creek after San José city engineer’s map (Husted, 1905).
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that site conditions controlling ground motion (intensity) have not changed appreciably in 
the past 100 years.  The methods of this study can be used to improve on site-specific 
assumptions for ground motion models for the 1906 and other historical earthquakes. 
 
CONTROLS OVER INTENSITY OF SHAKING 
 
 Which factors, individually or in combination, are important controls over intensity of 
shaking in the 1906 earthquake?  Seismologists usually group the complex set of factors 
controlling ground motion, a measurable quantity directly related to intensity (Wald et 
al., 1999b), into three categories: the source dynamics of the rupture (source-related); the 
seismic ray-path between the source and the site of interest (path-related); and the local 
geology underlying the site (site-related) (e.g., Boore and Atkinson, 2008; Campbell and 
Bozorgnia, 2008; Chiou and Youngs, 2008). 
 A comparison of (1) ground motions inverted from 1906 intensities at different 
locations from the present study (using the intensity-ground motion relations of Wald et 
al., 1999b) with (2) ground motions from modern ground-motion prediction equations 
(GMPEs) places the 1906 intensity results in perspective (Fig. 19).  Ground motions from 
the present study do not show the expected attenuation, or decrease, with increasing 
distance from the fault rupture: factors in addition to and masking attenuation evidently 
controlled ground motion in the study area in 1906.  The range of ground motion inferred 
from 1906 intensity in the present study completely spans and is generally significantly 
higher than the peak ground acceleration (PGA) curves from the GMPEs (Fig. 19; Boore 
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 Boore and Atkinson (2008)
 Chiou and Youngs (2008)
 1906 Intensity Data










Figure 19. Peak ground acceleration (PGA) from 1906 intensity and two 
ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs).  1906 peak ground acceleration 
(1906 PGA) significantly greater than predicted by the GMPEs indicates 
site-specific amplification of ground motion in the study area in 1906.  Median 
1906 PGA (the equivalent of 1906 intensity 7.5) lies above both GMPE curves 
for the 12- to 24-km distance from the San Andreas Fault.  1906 PGA is 
inverted from the 1906 intensity data by the MMI-PGA relationship of Wald et 
al. (1999).  RJB is the (Joyner-Boore) distance from data point to the vertical 
projection of the fault plane at the Earth’s surface; for the present study area 
and the 1906 earthquake, RJB is the closest distance to the 1906 surface rupture 
of the San Andreas Fault.  The GMPE curves are calculated using average site 
conditions for the study area: 230 m/s average shear-wave velocity in the top  
30 m (Holzer et al., 2008).
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and Atkinson, 2008; Chiou and Youngs, 2008).  Over the distance of 12 to 24 km from 
the fault rupture, the median 1906 PGA (the equivalent of 1906 intensity 7.5) from the 
present study falls above both of the GMPE curves calculated for a MW 7.8, ground-
rupturing, strike-slip earthquake and the average site conditions for the study area.  
According to the seismic cone penetrometer (S-CPT) measurements of Holzer et al. 
(2008), average seismic shear-wave velocity (VS30) is 230 m/s in the study area. 
 A note on the correlation of intensity with ground motion is necessary.  Shaking 
intensity has a logarithmic relationship with ground motion, i.e., intensity can be 
expressed as a linear function of the logarithm of either peak ground acceleration (PGA) 
or peak ground velocity (PGV).  Figure 20 shows the ranges of peak ground acceleration 
associated with whole values of intensity (Wald et al., 1999b).  Ground motion on a 
logarithmic scale is equivalent to intensity on a linear scale.  Hereafter, intensity is treated 
as a linear quantity in graphs in order to make direct use of the data from this study. 
 
Site-Related Factors I: The Shallow Subsurface 
 
 Can physical properties of the shallow subsurface exert strong local influence over 
shaking in an earthquake?  Site-specific characteristics of the shallow ground examined 
here for possible control over 1906 intensity are the velocity of seismic shear waves, the 
thickness of unconsolidated sediment, resonant-period matches with buildings, surficial 
geologic units, and susceptibility to liquefaction.  Temporally varying characteristics such 














Figure 20. Relationship of peak ground acceleration (PGA) 
and intensity.  When PGA and intensity are graphed on linear 
axes, PGA is seen to be a geometric function of intensity, with 
one intensity value corresponding to a range of PGA values.  
Conversely, intensity is a logarithmic function of PGA.  
Although intensity is used linearly in the present study, it is 
recognized that ground motions are not linear but geometri-
cally increase with intensity.  PGA/intensity relation from 




Seismic Shear-Wave Velocity 
 The velocity of seismic shear waves in the top 30 m of the subsurface (VS30) is 
recognized as a control over ground motion in computer models (Hartzell et al., 2006; 
Aagaard et al., 2008).  The reciprocal of VS30 (1/VS30) is called slowness and is commonly 
used instead of VS30 because it is positively correlated with ground motion.  That is, 
slower sediment generally has stronger ground motion.  For comparison with 1906 
intensity from the present study, slowness values are calculated from 81 contoured VS30 
measurements from seismic cone penetrometer test soundings (S-CPT) in the study area 
(Holzer et al., 2008; Appendix D). 
 Average VS30 and the range of VS30 values for communities are shown in Table 10.  
The very strong, positive correlation (goodness of fit, R2 = 0.71) between community-
average 1906 intensity and slowness indicates that VS30 is a strong control for 1906 
intensity (Fig. 21).  1906 census-block median intensity generally is positively associated 
with average census-block slowness, although scatter of the data and site-specific effects 
prevent a usable correlation.  Thus, the 1906 intensity data substantiate the current use of 
VS30 as an important factor in modeling ground motion (e.g., Boore and Atkinson, 2008; 
Campbell and Bozorgnia, 2008; Chiou and Youngs, 2008).  Furthermore, these results 
show that the shallow subsurface is an important control over short-period ground motion 
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500 333 250 200 167
Vs30Figure 21. 1906 intensity and shear-wave velocity of the top 30 m.           is 
the average horizontal shear-wave velocity of the top 30 m.  The reciprocal,         
1/         , is called slowness and is positively and strongly correlated with 
1906 intensity.  A. Community-average intensity and slowness; strong 
correlation.  B. Census-block median intensity and slowness; scatter of the 
data and site-specific effects prevent a good correlation, but lower intensity 





Thickness of Unconsolidated Sedimentary Layers 
 In the Santa Clara Valley, the shallow subsurface consists of Pleistocene to Holocene 
sediment that was deposited following the most recent glacial maximum ca. 18 ka and 
unconformably overlies late Pleistocene deposits.  The post-glacial sediment is still 
unconsolidated (relatively loose), uncompacted, and uncemented and is referred to here 
as (glacio-eustatic) sequence one (Wentworth and Tinsley, 2005b).  The unconformity at 
the base of sequence one has been recognized from cone penetrometer (CPT) soundings 
and from geophysical measurements from downhole logs and core samples of deep 
boreholes and wells (Newhouse et al., 2004; Wentworth et al., 2005a).  This 
unconformity is also evident in the seismic velocity data of Williams et al. (2005a).  
 Sequence one has been subdivided by Wentworth and Tinsley (2005b) into an upper 
interval of predominantly fine-grained, unconsolidated layers (mostly clay and silt) and a 
lower interval of coarser, unconsolidated layers (mostly sand and gravel).  The boundary 
between the two subintervals of sequence one has been recognized by a change in grain 
size and engineering properties from the geotechnical analysis of approximately 1700 
borehole logs by Clahan et al. (2002) and from lithologic data and standard penetration 
test (SPT) blow counts in more than 650 drillers’ well logs (Knudsen et al., 2004; 
Rosinski, 2008).  These three groups of workers referred to this surface as the top of the 
Pleistocene, but the 11-ka Pleistocene-Holocene boundary may actually be either 
shallower or deeper than the depth at which grain size and engineering properties change 
within sequence one (Carl Wentworth, pers. commun., 2008). 
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 Joyner and Boore (1988) and Borcherdt (1994) noted that both short-period and long-
period seismic waves tend to increase in amplitude in looser soils; higher-amplitude 
seismic waves generally produce higher intensity.  The following sections investigate 
whether intensity patterns in the 1906 data could be due to variations in either the 
thickness of sequence one or the thickness of its upper interval. 
 Total Thickness of Unconsolidated Sediment.  In the study area, the thickness of full 
sequence one ranges from 3 m (10 ft) near the base of the alluvial fans flanking the study 
area to 23 m (75 ft) north of downtown San José (Carl Wentworth, unpub. data, 2008; 
Appendix D). 
 Community-average intensity is strongly and positively correlated with the thickness 
of sequence one (R2 = 0.62; Fig. 22).  The thickness of sequence one satisfactorily 
accounts for the intensity values at CMB, SJ, STC, and WSJ, but not for the very high 
intensity at ALA and ESJ. 
 For individual intensity data, lower 1906 intensity is associated with thinner 
sequence one: all locations with sequence-one thickness up to 11.6m (38 ft) have 
intensity 7.0 or less (Fig. 22).  Scatter in the data prevents a successful correlation.  
 It is not surprising that intensity is strongly correlated with both the thickness of 
sequence one and slowness (1/VS30).  On average, sequence one takes up 59 percent of 
the 30-m thickness over which VS30 is measured, and the unconsolidated sediment 
promotes slower VS30.  Figure 23 shows the moderately strong correlation (R2 = 0.55) 
between the thickness of sequence one and slowness.  
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Thickness of Sequence One for Individual Points, ft
Figure 22. 1906 intensity and thickness of sequence one.  1906 intensity is 
positively correlated with the thickness of sequence one, the layers of unconsoli-
dated sediment deposited after the most recent glacial maximum (Wentworth and 
Tinsley, 2005b).  A. Community-average intensity and thickness of sequence one 
are strongly and positively correlated.  B. Although scatter in the individual data 
prevents a correlation, lower intensities are clearly associated with thinner sequence 
one.
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Figure 23. Thickness of sequence one and slowness.  Sequence one 
(Wentworth and Tinsley, 2005) consists of the layers of unconsoli-
dated sediment deposited after the most recent glacial maximum.  
Slowness is the reciprocal of        , the average horizontal shear-
wave velocity of the top 30 m.  Slowness is strongly and positively 
correlated with the thickness of sequence one.  Locations of indi-




 Thickness of Upper Interval of Sequence One.  The upper, comparatively fine-
grained, interval of sequence one ranges over the study area from 3 m (10 ft) at the base 
of the alluvial fans to 18 m (59 ft) north of downtown San José (Rosinski, 2008; 
Appendix D).  As mentioned earlier, the surface between the upper and lower intervals of 
sequence one has been interpreted by an increase in SPT blow count, a lithologic change 
from finer to coarser grain size, and a change from softer to denser, stiffer sediment 
(Clahan et al., 2002; Knudsen et al., 2004; Rosinski, 2008). 
 Community-average intensity correlates moderately well (R2 = 0.53) with thickness 
of the upper interval of sequence one (Fig. 24).  1906 intensity values at CMB, SJ, STC, 
and WSJ lie close to the line of least-squares regression.  For ALA and ESJ, intensity is 
significantly higher than predicted by the regression equation and cannot be explained by 
the thickness of the upper interval.  Individual intensity data are not correlated with the 
thickness of the upper interval.  
 A note of caution: although intensity correlates moderately well with the thickness of 
the upper interval of sequence one at the scale of communities, because of inherent 
difficulties in interpreting this thickness from well data, intensity at a specific site should 
not be estimated using data from nearby wells. 
 
Surficial Deposits: Quaternary Geologic Units 
 To minimize the flooding of buildings, the founders of San José built their 
commercial center on the higher ground of stream levees (finger-shaped areas with slight 




























Thickness of Upper Interval of Sequence One for Individual Points, ft
Community-Average Thickness of Upper Interval of Sequence One, ft
Figure 24. 1906 intensity and thickness of the upper interval of sequence one.  
The upper interval of sequence one is distintuished by fine-grained sediment and 
low density (Clahan et al., 2002; Rosinski, 2008).  A. Community-average 1906 
intensity is moderately well correlated with thickness of the upper interval.        
B. Individual 1906 intensity and thickness of the upper interval are not correlated.
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new town followed the northwest-trending geologic and geomorphic grain of the region, 
as did the stream levees on which the first structures were built.  Streets today still closely 
follow the original street grid.  The present stream levees generally are no longer closely 
associated with the streams that deposited them but mark former courses of streams. 
 The Quaternary geologic units mapped within the study area (Fig. 3) are fluvial 
sedimentary facies generally less than ca. 3 m in thickness (Carl Wentworth, pers. 
commun., 2008).  On some current seismic hazard maps based on surficial geologic units, 
the stream levees (geologic unit Qhl) are assigned a higher seismic hazard than adjacent 
geologic units (e.g., ABAG, 2005).  Geologic units from the most recent Quaternary 
geologic map (Witter et al., 2006) are examined in the following paragraphs for possible 
correlation with 1906 intensity. 
 Table 11 gives the distribution of 1906 intensities by Quaternary map unit: 407 points 
(two-thirds) on Qhl (stream levees as described earlier), and 191 points (nearly one-third) 
on Qhf (undifferentiated alluvial fan facies, generally finer in texture than levees).  The 
eight intensity points on Qhff (fine fan facies, typically silt and clay) and one point on 
Qhty (young stream terrace) are hereafter grouped with Qhf as other units without loss of 
resolution. 
 For both Qhl and the other units, mean intensity (7.36) and median intensity (7.5) are 
identical.  When the geologic units are subdivided by construction material, however, Qhl 
appears to have slightly higher intensity (Table 12).  For frame buildings, mean intensity 
is 7.52 for Qhl and 7.40 for other units, and for URM, mean intensity is 7.24 for Qhl and 
7.20 for other units.  The frame distribution is preferred for showing any differences in 
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the geology because frame buildings are more evenly distributed over the study area and 
better represent spatial differences than do URM buildings, which are concentrated 
primarily in downtown San José.  
 Figure 25 shows that Qhl has a higher proportion of higher intensities, and the other 
units have a higher proportion of lower intensities.  The cumulative curves show a 
somewhat more rapid accumulation of points up through the median intensity and, 
therefore, lower average intensity, for other units than for Qhl: 7.2 percent higher for 
frame on other units, but 2.8 percent higher for URM on Qhl.  As mentioned earlier, the 
frame distribution may give the more accurate indication of intensity.  
 The comparison with the Quaternary geologic units of Witter et al. (2006) shows that 
the 1906 intensity data do not support the idea that stream levees are areas of higher 
seismic hazard.  From the analysis of the previous paragraphs, Qhl appears to have higher 
intensity.  Qhl cannot, however, be definitively associated with elevated seismic hazard.  
The large scale of geologic mapping creates some uncertainty in the precise location of 
Qhl boundaries.  In addition, the minor differences in the cumulative curves can be 
explained by other factors, discussed later, that operate on specific geographic groupings 
of points, e.g., a small area of very low intensity at the confluence of Los Gatos Creek 
and the Guadalupe River [CONFL], and an area of higher intensity on geologic unit Qhff 























































































































































































































































































































































 Liquefaction can create substantial damage in large earthquakes.  During a major 
earthquake, long-duration cyclic shaking can cause increased pore pressure, loss of shear 
strength, temporary transformation to a liquid state, repacking, and subsidence of 
saturated, coarse-grained, unconsolidated Earth materials within approximately the top  
15 m (50 ft).  Earthquake-induced ground deformation results in differential settling of 
and damage to structures or pipelines directly above the liquefied material (Youd, 1973). 
 The intensity data show minimal evidence for liquefaction in the study area during 
the 1906 earthquake.  Within the 1906 city limits of San José, a single damage report 
from the downtown commercial center suggests that earthquake-induced liquefaction 
may have occurred.  According to the official Inspection Committee report on 23 April 
1906, 
Richards Building--The Richards Building since reported on Saturday [21 
April 1906], is settling more into the street and should be properly braced 
before any more work is done on the same (San Jose Daily Mercury, 
1906a). 
 
No other mention of “settling” appears in the damage reports.  In isolated instances, 
building foundations may have failed as a result of liquefied soils directly underneath, but 
widespread evidence of liquefaction is not indicated in the data.   
 For the 1906 earthquake, the Lawson report (1908) documents liquefaction north and 
northeast of San José but not within the city limits.  Outside the city, particularly to the 
north, ground failures—including sand boils, lateral spreading, changes in water levels in 
wells, and separation of a bridge abutment from its creek bank—are noted.  Although 
specific locations are not given in the Lawson report, water and mud are reported as 
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“having spurted from the artesian wells”; these effects probably resulted from 
liquefaction.  In San José, a single gas main was crushed when a brick building fell on it:  
“The bricks penetrated thru the soft earth to the main and broke it.”  Gas delivery after 
the earthquake would have continued uninterrupted, except that “the breaking off of pipes 
in the buildings and the crushing of meters under falling houses necessitated shutting off 
the gas thruout [sic] the city for 24 hours” (Lawson, 1908).  No damage report for the 
part of the study area west of the 1906 San José city limits suggests earthquake effects 
attributable to liquefaction. 
 In their comprehensive study of historical ground failures in northern California, 
Youd and Hoose (1978) found that, in the vicinity of San José,  “Pleistocene and most 
Holocene alluvial fan deposits at points well removed from active stream channels” were 
sufficiently well-consolidated to resist ground deformation caused by cyclic shaking.  
Youd and Hoose underscored the importance of the intact water and sewer systems in 
San José as evidence that the city did not experience liquefaction in the 1906 earthquake.  
Even on stream banks, downtown San José showed no evidence of liquefaction or other 
ground failure.   
 The most convincing evidence against widespread liquefaction in 1906 is that city 
water and sewer systems continued to operate during and after the earthquake.  Charles 
Derleth (1907), professor of engineering at the University of California, Berkeley, wrote,  
San José's water works, like that of Santa Rosa, was not injured; its sewers 





 Fire hydrants in downtown San José had water pressure after the earthquake; the San 
José Fire Department was able to extinguish the numerous fires that erupted throughout 
the city (Fig. 5).  The hydrants were connected directly to the San José Water Company’s 
main facility (the “water works,” Fig. 26) at the confluence of the Guadalupe River and 
Los Gatos Creek by two 16-inch water mains running under Santa Clara Street (Sanborn-
Perris Map Co., 1891, revised 1901).  Thus, it is clear that the streets and subsurface 
infrastructure of 1906 San José were not disturbed by earthquake-induced ground 
displacement. 
   The absence of liquefaction in 1906 matches the liquefaction hazard map of Holzer et 
al. (2008) for the 1906 earthquake scenario.  This quantitative liquefaction probability 
map is based on 165 cone penetration test soundings, 55 of which are in the present study 
area.  With the exception of one data point, all intensity data in the present study are in a 
region of very low to low liquefaction hazard (under 10 percent) on this map.  The 
qualitative liquefaction map of Witter et al. (2006) is more conservative in defining areas 
of liquefaction susceptibility.  On this map, much of modern San José, including all of the 
present study area, is shown as being susceptible to liquefaction in a major earthquake. 
 
Possible Match in Resonance between Buildings and the Ground  
 Shallow sedimentary layers may promote site-specific amplification of shear-wave 
energy.  A seismic impedance contrast between layers can cause reflection of seismic 
ray-paths; if conditions are right, resonance can direct reinforced, amplified energy 
toward specific locations at the surface (Joyner et al., 1981; Williams et al., 1999; 
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Figure 26. San José Water Company in 1901.  The water company was located on W. 
Santa Clara Street at the Guadalupe River, San José.  The two 16-in water mains 
running east under Santa Clara Street to the commercial district functioned after the 
1906 earthquake.  Original scale 1:600; ruler in inches.  Access to original volume of 
Sanborn (1891, revised 1901) and pemission to photograph courtesy History San José.
16” W.P.: two 16-in 




Williams et al., 2000).  Studies in the Seattle basin, a sedimentary basin similar to the 
Santa Clara Valley, have demonstrated (1) significant resonances from very shallow 
impedance boundaries (7 m or less) (Williams et al., 1999) and (2) a substantial decrease 
in amplitude from the fundamental to the first and higher overtones (Williams et al., 
2000). 
 In an earthquake, when the natural fundamental period of a building closely matches 
an energetic mode of vibration of the ground underneath, a resulting double-resonance 
coupling can significantly amplify shaking and cause severe building damage.  Double-
resonance coupling for short-period buildings is most likely achieved by a match of the 
building fundamental period with short-period, very shallow layers.  The thicknesses of 
two shallow layers described earlier, full sequence one and the upper interval of sequence 
one, will be examined in the following paragraphs for potential resonance with the 1906 
buildings.  It is unlikely, although possible, that higher modes of vibration from deeper 
layers with longer-period fundamentals could match the fundamental periods of the short 
buildings (Williams et al., 2000). 
 Buildings represented in the 1906 intensity data range in height from one to seven 
stories; buildings over four stories are rare (Fig. 27).  Most URM buildings have two 
stories, and most frame buildings have one story.  In the commercial center of downtown 
San José (DTC), the average building is URM and two stories tall, and in outlying areas, 
the average building is a one-story dwelling.  A story is typically ca. 3 m tall, although 





































Figure 27. Distribution of buildings by number of stories and construction 
material.  Average story height for the 1906 buildings is 3 m, although large 
buildings such as churches are reported as having a single story equal in 
height to two stories.  Missing data for number of stories are shown in this 
figure as “0” stories.  Two-story buildings are most common and are approxi-
mately evenly divided between wood-frame and unreinforced masonry 
(URM) construction.  Most one-story buildings are wood-frame (dwellings), 




story that is the equivalent in height of two stories).  Attached towers, e.g., steeples or 
bell towers, are not included in building height. 
 In the study area, 35 percent of buildings have the potential for double-resonance 
coupling with the upper interval of sequence one.  For ALA and ESJ, 65 percent and    
63 percent of buildings, respectively, likely have double-resonance coupling (Table 13).  
Double-resonance coupling may help to explain the unusually high intensity (8.2) at 
ALA and ESJ.  STC also has a significant match with the upper interval of sequence one 
(58 percent of intensity data points likely have double-resonance coupling), although 
intensity there (7.5) is intermediate.  For SJ (32-percent match), a good resonance match 
is much less pronounced—or else escapes detection by the methods employed here.    
Full sequence one is a potential match for double-resonance coupling only at WSJ 
(Appendix C).  CMB is not included because of inconsistent layer-thickness data. 
 The resonance calculations are consistent with the high amplifications of Hartzell et 
al. (2006) at ALA, ESJ, and STC (Fig. 15).  Hartzell et al. (2006) measured significant 
amplification in the 2004 Parkfield earthquake at the precise location of maximum 1906 
intensity at ALA, in the frequency range (2-4 Hz) roughly corresponding to the natural 
resonance of the two-story buildings there in 1906.  In 2004, the seismic array had five 
stations at ALA; ground-motion measurements there were well constrained (Hartzell et 
al., 2006).  At STC, although Hartzell et al. (2006) showed high site amplification in 
2004, ground motions were more poorly constrained; the closest station was 1.8 km 
away.  The earlier array configuration (Hartzell et al., 2003) measured high amplification 
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intervals in and around ESJ.  The double-resonance coupling may add to any other site 
amplification at ESJ.  
 Together, 1906 and modern ground motions suggest an underlying geologic condition 
that may well produce damaging ground motion in future earthquakes on the San 
Andreas fault or Hayward fault.  Today ALA, in particular, is developed primarily with 
one- to three-story buildings with natural resonant periods similar to those of their 1906 
counterparts.  Some dwellings in this area that survived the 1906 earthquake have been 
preserved as historical treasures but lack appropriate seismic reinforcement; these 
buildings are more susceptible now than in 1906.  ALA and ESJ could be microzoned to 
monitor for potentially damaging ground motions. 
 
Site-Related Factors II: Deep Geologic Structures 
 
 Underlying geologic structure can significantly influence ground motion (Hartzell et 
al., 2006).  In the study area, the main geologic structures are two buried sedimentary 
basins, the Evergreen and Cupertino basins, filled and covered by 0.5-5 km of sediment, 
and a bedrock basement high, under 0.3-0.6 km of sediment, separating the two basins 
(Fig. 3).  The two concealed basins have been mapped in depth and extent from gravity, 
magnetic, and seismic data (Roberts et al., 2003, Roberts et al., 2004; Williams et al., 
2005b).  The Silver Creek fault, concealed at the latitude of the study area, forms the 
southwestern edge of the Evergreen basin (Williams et al., 2002; Jachens et al., 2005a; 
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Williams et al., 2005b).  Both the buried edges of basins and depth to bedrock can be 
examined for association with higher 1906 intensity. 
 
Buried Basin Edges 
 Basin edges—particularly deeply buried, concave-upward basement contacts with 
overlying sedimentary layers—were found to be an important factor in site amplification 
of ground motion (basin-edge effects) in the 1994 Northridge, California, earthquake 
(e.g., Gao et al., 1996; Graves et al., 1998).  Since 1994, deep sedimentary basins, 
particularly those with margins within 1-2 km of the surface, have been examined as 
likely causes of site amplification (Hartzell et al., 1997).  Depth from ground surface to 
the bedrock basement is an important factor controlling ground motion in the models of 
Chiou and Youngs (2008) and Campbell and Bozorgnia (2008). 
 At ESJ, 1906 intensity values are 8.0 to 8.5 from 0.3 km west of the fault to 0.5 km 
east of the fault, with no data points farther east.  At the same location, Hartzell et al. 
(2003) found the basin-bounding Silver Creek fault to be an efficient reflector of seismic 
energy entering the Evergreen basin from the east; the reflected energy was directed 
toward the surface at ESJ.  They measured high site amplification from ca. 1.2 km west 
of the Silver Creek fault to ca. 1.5 km east of the fault, with maximum amplification     
ca. 0.5 km to 1.5 km east of the fault.  Hartzell et al. (2006) also recorded strong site 
amplification in the 2-4 Hz frequency range in this neighborhood for the 2004 Parkfield, 
California, earthquake.  Focusing and/or reflection of seismic waves at the steeply 
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dipping, southwestern edge of the Evergreen basin (the Silver Creek fault) may be the 
cause of very high 1906 intensity (community-average intensity 8.2) in ESJ (Fig. 28). 
 ALA, southwestern SJ, and STC are at the gently dipping, eastern edge of the 
Cupertino basin (Fig. 28).  Focusing of seismic waves at this basin edge probably 
contributes to high intensity at ALA and the southwestern edge of SJ.  ALA and the six 
data points in southwestern SJ lie on a northwest-southeast trend at the basin edge; these 
two locations have high average 1906 intensity (8.2).  As mentioned earlier, Hartzell et 
al. (2006) measured high amplification at ALA in the 2-4 Hz range for the 2004 Parkfield 
earthquake (Fig. 15). 
 The moderate 1906 intensity at STC is not, however, associated with basin-edge 
amplification.  Hartzell et al. (2006) interpreted high amplification here for the 2004 
Parkfield earthquake, although their closest recording station was 1.8 km away.  1906 
intensity at STC (intensity 7.5) is slightly higher than at SJ (intensity 7.4).  In the 1868 
earthquake on the southern Hayward fault (Fig. 1), intensity was lower at STC than SJ 
(Boatwright and Bundock, 2008b), although STC was closer to the fault rupture.  It is 
likely that basin-edge effects at STC are dependent on variables such as azimuth or 
directivity of rupture.  The large site amplification of 2004 may not have been present in 
either 1868 or 1906. 
 Basin-edge effects are not evident in 1906 intensity at CMB, SJ, or WSJ.  CMB and 
WSJ are located over the center of the deep Cupertino basin.  SJ, with the exception of 
the southwestern edge, lies over the bedrock basement high separating the Cupertino and 




















































































































































































































































could be checked by co-locating stations of a seismic array to verify or negate the 
possibility of basin-edge focusing. 
 Locally higher 1906 intensity values at the southwestern edge of the Evergreen basin 
and the eastern edge of the Cupertino basin are associated with buried basin edges.  
Communities located away from the edges of the basins show little or no evidence of site 
amplification. 
  
Depth to Bedrock Basement 
 Depth to bedrock basement is equivalent to the thickness of sediment overlying 
bedrock.  In the ground-motion simulation of Aagaard et al. (2008), the deep basins 
significantly amplified shaking, but primarily for long-period waves.  The short buildings 
in 1906 were unlikely to have resonated with the long-period motions developed in the 
basins.  The data for the present study cannot test for long-period amplification.  
 The comparison of 1906 intensity with depth to bedrock requires that the intensities 
be grouped as communities in order to match the resolution of the modeled bedrock 
surface (Jachens et al., 2001, 2005b).  It would be inappropriate to attempt a correlation 
with individual data points. 
 Higher community-average 1906 intensity is not positively correlated with the         
ca. 0.2-1.5 km depth to bedrock basement under the study area (Table 10).  Low intensity 
at WSJ (intensity 7.0) and CMB (intensity 6.6) is associated with deep sediment of     
0.4-1.3 km and 1.2-1.4 km, respectively (Figure 28).  In addition, WSJ lacks an expected 
intensity gradient increasing from shallower to greater basin depth over a width of        
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7.0 km.  At SJ and STC, higher 1906 intensity (7.4 and 7.5, respectively) is associated 
with depth to bedrock of ca. 0.5 km or less.  At ALA (intensity 8.2), sediment depth is 
also less than 0.5 km.  At ESJ (intensity 8.2), sediment depth ranges from ca. 0.5 km to 
2.3 km, but individual 1906 intensity points there are not correlated with depth. 
 The 1906 intensity data do not indicate that depth to the bedrock basement surface 
controlled intensity for the 1906 earthquake in the northern Santa Clara Valley.  The 
buildings in the data base were short, however, and probably did not respond to 
damaging, long-period motions that may have developed in the deep basins.  It is possible 
that small areas of topographic relief on the bedrock surface may cause local, short-
period amplification or deamplification at the surface of the ground.  More detailed depth 
data will be needed to investigate the relationship between 1906 intensity and large-scale 
basement topography. 
 
Path-Related Factors: Control by Factors between Fault and Data Points 
 
Shortest Distance from the Fault Rupture 
  As seismic energy passes through energy-absorbing Earth materials, it normally 
attenuates, or decreases, with increasing distance from a fault rupture.  For the 1906 
earthquake, intensity has been mapped across the width of California as decreasing away 
from the San Andreas fault (e.g., Lawson et al., 1908; Boatwright and Bundock, 2005).  
Distance from the fault rupture as used here is consistent with distance from a ground-
rupturing, strike-slip fault for the Next Generation of Ground-Motion Attenuation Models 
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(NGA) project, in which ground motion is a logarithmic function of shortest distance 
from the rupture (e.g., Boore and Atkinson, 2008; Campbell and Bozorgnia, 2008; Chiou 
and Youngs, 2008).  A logarithmic scale is not employed here because distance across the 
study area varies only by a factor of two, not multiples of ten. 
 When individual 1906 intensity data are compared with distance from the San 
Andreas fault, the normal intensity-distance relationship inverts.  Figure 29 shows that 
most locations closer to the fault rupture have lower intensities, and sites farther from the 
rupture generally have higher intensities.  The 12-15 km range is associated with 
intensities 6.0-7.5, the 15-18 km range shows increasing intensity with distance, and the 
22-24 km range has only intensities 7.5-8.5.  High data density and scatter for SJ obscure 
results in the 18-22 km range.   
 This inverse relationship also holds for communities (Fig. 29 and Table 10).  As 
discussed earlier, shallow site factors and basin-edge effects overshadow the attenuation 
expected over the 12.0-23.6 km from the San Andreas fault.  CMB, with lowest intensity 
(intensity 6.6), is closest to the fault rupture; communities of intermediate intensity, SJ, 
STC, WSJ (intensities 7.0-7.5), are also intermediate in distance; ESJ, with highest 
intensity (intensity 8.2), is farthest from the rupture.  ALA is the single exception, where 
unusually high intensity (intensity 8.2) is associated with intermediate distance.   
  
Distance from the Epicenter 
 Intensity is normally expected to attenuate with increasing distance from the focus 


































Figure 29. 1906 intensity vs. distance from the San Andreas Fault.  Distance 
in km is the shortest distance from intensity data points to the 1906 rupture of 
the San Andreas fault.  Intensity normally attenuates, or decreases, with 
increasing distance from a fault rupture.  In both graphs, 1906 intensity 
increases away from the fault; site-specific amplification masks the expected 
attenuation.  A. Distance for all individual intensity data points in the study 
area.  B. Distance range for all intensity data points within each community.  
Communities:  ALA (Alameda), CMB (Campbell), ESJ (East San José), SJ 
(San José), STC (Santa Clara), and WSJ (West of San José).
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that the focus of the 1906 earthquake was located off the Golden Gate, near San 
Francisco (Bolt, 1968; Boore, 1977; Zoback et al., 1999; Lomax, 2008).  Using as the 
1906 epicenter the center of the surface projection of Lomax’s (2008) volume of most 
likely foci, the latitude and longitude of the epicenter are taken to be 37.77° N, 
122.55°W; this location is consistent with estimates of Zoback et al. (1999).  For the 
purpose of comparing 1906 intensity with distance from the center of the 1906 
earthquake, the ca. 10-km depth of focus (Lomax, 2008) is not considered; ignoring depth 
of focus does not alter the results.  Surface distance from the epicenter is compared with 
intensity for both individual data points and communities.   
 The 1906 intensity data, individual or grouped by community, do not support distance 
from the epicenter as a control over intensity in the study area.  Figure 30 shows that for 
individual data, 1906 intensity is nearly 100 percent uncorrelated with distance from the 
epicenter.  For intensity data grouped by community, 1906 intensity is associated 
negatively, although extremely weakly, with distance (Fig. 30).  Although attenuation of 
seismic energy with distance is a basic tenet of seismology (e.g., Lawson, 1908; Richter, 
1958; Stover and Coffman, 1993; Boore and Atkinson, 2008; Campbell and Bozorgnia, 
2008; Chiou and Youngs, 2008), attenuation within the study area is masked by other 































Distance from Epicenter, km
Figure 30. 1906 intensity vs. distance from the 1906 epicenter.  Neither individual nor 
community-grouped 1906 intensity data show the expected increase with increasing 
distance from the 1906 epicenter.  A. Individual intensity data points.  B. Distance 








ESJ (East San José)
SJ (San José)
STC (Santa Clara)
WSJ (West of San José)
Five outlying points, shown in 
graph A (above), are not 
included in a community.  
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Summary for Controls over Intensity of Shaking 
 
 Variations in 1906 intensity within the study area are governed primarily by site-
related conditions of the shallow subsurface and the buried sedimentary basins.  The 
major site-specific factors controlling 1906 intensity are the slowness of seismic shear-
wave velocity, the thickness of unconsolidated deposits, and a possible double-coupled 
resonance between buildings and a shallow ground layer.  Neither surficial geologic unit 
nor liquefaction is a controlling factor.  The shallow, buried edges of sedimentary basins 
are associated with higher 1906 intensity.  Depth to bedrock—the depth of sedimentary 
basins—is not correlated with higher 1906 intensity, although areas with moderate 1906 
intensity lie above a relatively high bedrock basement surface.  Path-related factors are 
not evident in the 1906 intensity data.  Similarly, the source dynamics of the MW 7.8 
1906 earthquake (WGCEP, 2003) cannot be seen in the 1906 intensity data. 
 
Confluence of the Guadalupe River and Los Gatos Creek: 
      Enigmatically Low Intensity 
 
 
 In 1906, buildings had very little reported earthquake damage within a 0.27-km radius 
of the confluence of the Guadalupe River and Los Gatos Creek (CONFL), an area within 
SJ and west of the downtown core (DTC) of the city (Fig. 18).  Of the 35 data points at 
CONFL, 91 percent have intensity between 6.0 and 6.5; a single point has the maximum 
intensity 8.0.  Mean intensity is 6.5, and standard deviation is 0.33.  Because several 
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independent historical sources are used to document the 1906 damage at CONFL, errors 
in interpreting damage and assigning intensities there are minimized. 
 A combination of anthropogenic and natural factors helps to explain the unusually 
low intensity at CONFL.  The land at CONFL, originally a swamp, was probably well 
drained by 1906 (Figs. 18 and 31).  Beginning around 1866, a series of canals was dug in 
the second half of the nineteenth century to drain this soggy area and create arable land 
for orchards (Santa Clara Valley Water District, 1999).  By the first decade of the 
twentieth century, the formerly saturated land became increasingly drier, the local water 
table lower, and the shallow subsurface more stable in earthquakes.  Also, pumping of 
groundwater since the 1860s at the main waterworks of the San José Water Company, 
located at CONFL, may have helped to lower the water table there (Fig. 27).  Twelve 
artesian wells at CONFL, if operating in the spring of 1906, could have created a cone of 
depression above a leaky deeper aquifer to lower the water table further. At least six 
shallow wells for private residences were also within the 0.27-km radius of CONFL and 
would have contributed directly to a lower water table and drier shallow subsurface. 
 The weather also helped create favorable conditions at CONFL in 1906.  On 18 April 
1906, cumulative rainfall was average for the 1905-06 precipitation season, and            
2½ weeks had passed since the last storm (Appendix E).  Only trace amounts of rain (less 
than 0.01 inch per day) fell in April 1906 (San Jose Daily Mercury, 1905-06).  The 
ground surface would have been dry at the time of the 1906 earthquake, and the shallow 
subsurface would have been drying since the end of March.  Although the weather 
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Figure 31. Segment of 1866 map of pueblo lands surrounding San José, California.  The 
confluence of the Guadalupe River and Los Gatos Creek is marked as CONFL.  Marsh 
land near CONFL, drained by 1906, is indicated on this map by tufts of grass.  The 
marsh followed the course of the seasonal Arroyo Tulare de las Canoas (later, Canoas 
Creek) to CONFL.  After Map of Pueblo Lands (1866) (accession number 1977-2012).  















conditions were not unique to CONFL, dry weather was likely a contributing factor to 
low intensity at CONFL. 
 Low to moderate stream depth at the confluence of Los Gatos Creek and the 
Guadalupe River on 18 April 1906 was also a likely factor for low intensity at CONFL.  
Hydrologic records for Coyote Creek beginning in 1903 and records for CONFL 
beginning in 1930, when the stream gage was installed, are combined to reconstruct 
estimates of the Guadalupe River discharge and stage at CONFL on 18 April 1906 
(Appendix E).  The calculations indicate that stream depth was ca. 1.7 m below bank top 
on the day of the earthquake.  At CONFL, both streams were most likely effluent, or 
gaining water, and the surrounding soil losing water after the final winter storm surge at 
the end of March.  Such conditions produce a downward gradient from the higher water 
table in the subsurface to the lower water surface of the streams.  The gradient in the 
water table would create well-drained soil conditions in the shallow subsurface at 
CONFL.  Hydraulic gradient in the low-permeability, clay-rich soil would not have been 
sufficiently high to desaturate the entire 0.27-km radius at CONFL, from ground surface 
down to the surface of the streams, within the 2½ weeks after the last storm in March.  
The two streams would, nevertheless, have helped to drain the shallow subsurface. 
 Favorable soil texture at CONFL on 18 April 1906 probably helped to minimize 
ground motion and increase resistance to failure under cyclic stress during the 
earthquake: the soil has a high percentage of fine-grained material (clay and silt).  The 
original, fine-grained swamp or marsh sediment is mixed with coarser-grained levee 
deposits—near-channel overbank deposits of sand and gravel normally found in banks of 
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energetic streams—to form a cohesive (clay-rich), homogeneous (bioturbated), silty-
sandy soil at CONFL (Fig. 32).  The high percentage of fine-grained sediment          
(42.8 percent silt and clay in the analyzed sample) is sufficient to reduce susceptibility to 
liquefaction (Terzaghi et al., 1996).  The areas of higher intensity surrounding CONFL 
may be more lenticular and lacking in this cohesive, homogeneous soil. 
 Low 1906 intensity at CONFL is supported by measurements of VS30 (average 
horizontal velocity of shear waves in the top 30 m of the subsurface) made by seismic 
cone penetrometer test (S-CPT) sounding.  VS30 is ca. 20 percent higher at CONFL than 
at sites on stream banks 1.5 km downstream and 0.8 km upstream on the Guadalupe 
River (Holzer et al., 2008).  This difference is sufficient to raise the National Earthquake 
Hazard Reduction Program (NEHRP) site classification from D-E to D at CONFL and 
thereby reduce seismic hazard from shaking (Building Seismic Safety Council, 2000). 
 Each of the anthropogenic and natural factors mentioned above—drainage and 
pumping, weather, stream depth, water table, soil texture, and shear-wave velocity—is 
unlikely by itself to be responsible for the low 1906 intensity at CONFL.  Instead, a 
combination of several or all of these factors probably helped minimize ground motion 
there.  The homogeneous, fine-grained soil and VS30 significantly higher at CONFL than 
nearby increase the likelihood that this area may continue to experience lower-than-





















Gravel < -1 12.7
Sand
  Medium-Very coarse 2 to -1 17.6
  Very fine-Fine 4 to 2 26.8
Silt 8 to 4 33.1
Clay > 8 9.7
Total 100.0%
Figure 32. Grain size distribution of CONFL soil sample.  The original, fine-
grained marsh deposits have combined with coarse-grained levee sediment to form 
a cohesive, bioturbated, silty-sandy soil at the confluence of the Guadalupe River 
and Los Gatos Creek (CONFL).  The high percentage of fine grains (clay) 
substantially reduces the likelihood of liquefaction at CONFL.
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A TALE OF NINE SCHOOLS 
 
 Nine grammar schools in the study area formed an irregular array of crude 
seismometers in 1906.  A comparison of 1906 intensity at the nine schools is particularly 
interesting because construction style, materials, and size can be substantially eliminated 
as causes of different intensities (details in Appendix A).  Although these buildings are 
not identical, in the northern Santa Clara Valley in the late nineteenth-century, grammar 
school architecture was standardized: large wood-frame building, roughly square in shape 
and two or three stories in height, with a bell tower of at least one story above the 
building, either at the front or over the center.  All footprints had approximately the same 
area.  Figure 33 reproduces contemporary etchings of the five schools located in SJ. 
 The base structures naturally resonate in response to short-period seismic waves.  The 
bell towers, which are longer-period structures, have differential movement with respect 
to the bases.  With moderate shaking, these wood-frame schools can sustain damage; 
under conditions of severe and prolonged cyclical shaking, the bell towers assist in 
pulling the buildings apart.  Because all the schools had similar bell towers, differences in 
degree of damage in 1906 probably reflect real differences in ground motion. 
 The schools were not equally affected by the earthquake: 1906 intensity ranges from 
6.5 to 8.5 over 10 km (Fig. 34).  The grammar-school seismometers recorded site 
intensity, which is not always in agreement with community-average intensity from the 
present study.  For eight of the nine schools, intensities are within ±1.0 of community-
average intensity (Fig. 35). 
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A.  Longfellow 
School 
(First Ward School) 
B.  Grant School 
(Second Ward School) 
C.  Reed Street 
School 
(Third Ward School) 
D.  Lincoln School 
(Fourth Ward 
School) 
E.  Horace Mann 
School 
(Santa Clara Street 
School) 
Figure 33. Five grammar schools in San José in 1906.  Drawings are not to scale.   
















































































































































































































































































































Figure 35. Comparison of grammar-school and community-average intensity.  All 
schools except one (Grant) have intensity within ±1.0 of the intensity for the 
surrounding community; Grant School (in northeastern SJ) has unusually high 
intensity (8.5).  Lincoln, Longfellow, and Lowell schools, also in SJ, had relatively 
minor damage.  Hester School (intensity 7.5) is immediately southeast of the “hot 
spot” of markedly high damage (intensity 8.5) in ALA (community-average intensity 
8.2).  Abbreviations for communities are above the white bars: ALA (Alameda), 
CMB (Campbell), ESJ (East San José), SJ (San José), STC (Santa Clara), and WSJ 
(West of San José). 
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 The following discussion, based on the data in Table 14, suggests likely causes for the 
1906 intensities measured by the grammar-school seismometers. 
1. Campbell Grammar School—The most important factor influencing intensity is 
its location atop thin (ca. 5 m), unconsolidated alluvium.  School intensity of 6.5 
is in agreement with community intensity 6.6 at CMB. 
2. East San José School—Like much of ESJ, this school was heavily damaged, 
probably because of high site amplification from reflection or focusing by the 
nearby Silver Creek fault.  School intensity is 8.5; community intensity at ESJ is 
8.2. 
3. Grant School (Fig. 33)—The location 820 m west of the Silver Creek fault may 
be a factor for the high intensity; Hartzell et al. (2006) measured very high site 
amplification here in the 2004 Parkfield earthquake.  This school was severely 
damaged in the 1906 earthquake and was razed within days.  Site-specific effects 
may have intensified already strong ground motions here in 1906.  The damage 
reported at the school, particularly the separation of the central stairway from the 
wall, suggests that the bell tower at the center-front of the school acted as an 
inverted pendulum to pull apart the building.  School intensity is 8.5; community-
average intensity at SJ is 7.4. 
4. Hester School—Intensity for the school (intensity 7.5) is substantially lower than, 
but still well within ±1.0 of, the community-average intensity of 8.2 at ALA.  The 
tall bell tower may have lengthened the natural period of the building so that the 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   





























5. Horace Mann School (Fig. 33)—School intensity (7.5) and degree of damage 
mirror those of the surrounding neighborhood in SJ; the school is located in the 
area of densest data in the downtown core of San José (DTC). Community 
intensity at SJ is 7.4. 
6. Lincoln School (Fig. 33)—School intensity (7.0) is slightly lower than the 
average intensity (7.3) for the neighborhood in the southwestern quadrant of SJ;  
the average community intensity at SJ  is 7.4. 
7. Longfellow School (Fig. 33)—Intensity for the school (6.5) is substantially lower 
than intensity for either the neighborhood in northwestern SJ or the community 
SJ (mean intensity 7.4 for both). 
8. Lowell School (also known as Reed Street School; Fig. 33)—School intensity 
(6.5) is substantially lower than intensity for either the neighborhood surrounding 
the school in southeastern SJ or the community SJ (intensity 7.4 for both). 
9. Willow Glen School—The school intensity (7.0) matches community-average 
intensity at WSJ (7.0). The location on relatively thin, unconsolidated sediment 
probably accounts for the low intensity. 
 The nine very similar schools had different fates.  Severely damaged Grant school 
was demolished for salvage soon after the 1906 earthquake; whole floors were reused in 
makeshift tent schoolrooms.  The other schools in SJ—Horace Mann, Lincoln, 
Longfellow, and Lowell—were replaced by new structures by 1910 or 1911.  The 
decision to replace the schools was primarily political; the schools were old, and the San 
José school board wanted to avoid any possibility of having students in unsafe buildings 
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(San Jose Daily Mercury, 1906b).  East San José School, which was substantially 
damaged, was rebuilt immediately after the earthquake.  Hester School was replaced by 
1911 despite suffering relatively minor damage.  Only Campbell Grammar School and 




 This study makes two major contributions toward understanding 1906 earthquake 
damage in the vicinity of San José, California: (1) the database of previously 
undocumented damage reports with geospatial locations and interpreted intensity and   
(2) the compilation of likely geologic causes of variation of intensity in this area.  
Published descriptions of damage within 10 days after the earthquake, mostly from 
respected, local building-industry professionals and never before evaluated for an 
intensity study, together with detail from Sanborn-Perris Map Company fire insurance 
maps, provide damage details, precise location, and nature of construction for 607 
damaged structures within the 11.8-km by 11.8-km study area surrounding San José, 
California.   
 Intensity ranges from MMI 6 to 9 over the study area.  The distribution of intensities 
approximates a normal distribution with median intensity 7.5, mean intensity 7.36, and 
standard deviation 0.69.  Maximum intensity of 8.5 to 9.0 is identical to contoured MMI 
from previous intensity studies with much lower density of data. 
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 The methodology of assigning individual intensities to data points permits grouping 
of the points and analysis at different scales without loss of resolution.  When data points 
are grouped by census blocks, mean intensity for the study area is 7.46 and standard 
deviation is 0.66.  In 71 percent of 101 census blocks with two or more data points, the 
range of intensity is 1.0 or less.  This low variability indicates consistent building 
response in these blocks to ground shaking.  At a second scale, six communities or 
microzones are recognized, ranging from 1.1 km by 0.9 km to 7.0 km by 2.4 km and 
having average intensity of 6.6-8.2, with a range in standard deviation of 0.16-0.64.  The 
intensity differences for communities, most of which match variations observed in 
modern ground-motion studies, are inferred to reflect real variation in damage-causing 
ground motion in 1906. 
 Four geologic factors related to the shallow subsurface evidently have significant 
control over spatial variations in 1906 intensity.  VS30, the average shear-wave velocity in 
the top 30 m of the subsurface, has the best correlation with 1906 intensity (R2 = 70%).  
1906 intensity is also strongly correlated (R2 = 62%) with the total thickness of 
unconsolidated sediment deposited following the most recent glacial maximum.              
A double-resonance coupling between the fundamental period of the uppermost, fine-
grained layer of sediment and the natural periods of buildings is very strongly indicated at 
ALA (65 percent of 1906 buildings) and ESJ (63 percent).  Finally, the edges of buried 
sedimentary basins (basin-edge effects) are significant factors in explaining the high 
intensity at ALA, at the eastern edge of the Cupertino basin, and ESJ, astride the Silver 
Creek fault at the southwestern edge of the Evergreen basin. 
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 Four other factors commonly associated with higher seismic hazard do not appear to 
have a major influence on 1906 intensity.  Intensity is not correlated with Quaternary 
geologic unit.  The 1906 intensity data do not support the possibility of liquefaction, 
either widespread or local, in the study area in the 1906 earthquake.  Depth to the bedrock 
basement evidently does not control variation in 1906 intensity in the study area, but the 
1906 buildings may be too short to respond to the long-period ground motions developed 
in deep sedimentary basins.  Over the 12-km width of the study area, intensity does not 
decrease with distance from either the fault rupture or the 1906 epicenter; other, more 
strongly expressed, controls mask the expected attenuation. 
 Comparisons of 1906 intensity with ground motions from recent earthquakes show 
remarkable consistency for the 2-10 Hz range appropriate for the short buildings of 1906.  
Small areas where high 1906 intensity and modern site amplification match closely   
(e.g., ALA and ESJ) may be candidates for stronger local seismic safety and building 
regulations.  Areas of poor match could be re-examined with densely spaced stations of a 
seismic array. 
 An area of 0.27-km radius at the western end of downtown San José, at the 
confluence of Los Gatos Creek and the Guadalupe River, has unusually low 1906 
intensity.  Possible reasons include both anthropogenic and natural factors: draining of 
the old swamp, groundwater pumping, weather, stream stage, and soil texture. 
 A group of nine grammar schools in 1906, all similar in size, style, and construction, 
serve as an array of rough seismometers across a 10-km width of the study area.  These 
buildings were particularly sensitive to variations in shaking: their bell towers behaved as 
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inverted pendulums in 1906 and tended to intensify the shaking.   The school-
seismometers “recorded” site intensity in the 6.5-8.5 range; all intensities except one 
were within ±1.0 of average intensity for the surrounding community.  With the variables 
of building details substantially eliminated, differences in intensity reflect spatial 
variation in ground motion.  The most severely damaged school (intensity 8.5) was 
located near an area in which high, localized site amplification was recorded for the 2004 
Parkfield earthquake. 
 The methods presented here can be used to constrain ground-motion models, identify 
persistent seismic hot spots, and improve site-specific assumptions for probabilistic 
seismic hazard analysis (PSHA).  The results of this study can be used to refine loss 
estimates for the northern Santa Clara Valley for scenario repeats of the 1906 and 1868 
(Hayward fault) earthquakes.  The methodology can be employed in other areas of 
significant seismic hazard, and for either modern or historical earthquakes, to identify 
microzones of unusually high or low site response.  If areas that persistently experience 
stronger shaking are known in advance, scarce emergency resources can be deployed 
efficiently after a major earthquake, and seismic building codes can be strengthened on a 
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This appendix contains the database of 607 damage data points to which intensities 
for the 1906 earthquake have been assigned.  All data and references for sources of data 
are included in Appendix A. 
 
The sections of Appendix A are as follows: 
 
A1. Key to Database for Intensity Data Points 
 
A2. References for Data Sources 
 
A3. Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps and San José City Directories 
 
Table 15. Damage Descriptions and Data Sources for Intensity Data Points 
 




A1. Key to Database for Intensity Data Points 
 
Tables 15 and 16 constitute the database for the intensity study in the present paper.  
These tables are printed at the end of Appendix A and are reproduced as electronic data 
files in plain ASCII text (in pocket).  The following sections explain the field names and 
contents of the fields in the tables. 
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Entry Number (Entry No.): Unique record number assigned to each damage data point.  
Entry numbers from sources 1a through 1e are in the same order as printed in the 
newspapers for reports of the subcommittees of the Inspection Committee. 
 
 
Data Sources: Reference number(s) of data source(s) consulted to determine degree of 
damage for each data point. 
 
Each data-source number corresponds to a reference (see section “Data Sources in 
Numerical Order”). References are mostly for sources of information on 1906 
earthquake damage, typically not for building construction detail or building location. 
Sanborn fire insurance maps and San José city directories are common references for 
construction detail and addresses (see notes at bottom of the above file). 
 
 
Damage Descriptions: Descriptions taken from data sources to make intensity 








Intensity:  Intensity value assigned to damage data point.  MMI assigned to data point, 
using partial steps in intensity where appropriate.  Intensity is distinguished to ½ 
points of the MMI scale. 
 
 
Community: Six communities are defined as groups of contiguous or nearly contiguous 
census blocks containing damage data points.  The six communities are 
 
 ALA—The Alameda (along the road from San José to Santa Clara) 
 CMB—Campbell 
 ESJ—East San José 
 SJ—San José 
 STC—Santa Clara 
WSJ—West San José 
(OUT—Outliers, a group of five data points not grouped geographically in a 
community) 
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Latitude (º N): Latitude of data point. 
 
 
Longitude (º W): Longitude of data point. 
 
Latitude and longitude are in decimal degrees, NAD 1983. Note that the goal of 
mapping in high resolution is to place each damage data point within the footprint of 




Street Number: Street number for damage data point.   
 
Street number is based on information from 1906 sources plus additional research in 
city directories and Sanborn insurance map books to resolve inconsistencies. The 
numbers are either exact or the closest possible, given available data.  The street 
number from 1906 is given wherever possible, but the streets of San José were 
renumbered between 1901 and 1915.  Where necessary, the modern location is given. 
 
 
Street: Street name for damage data point. 
 
1906 street names are used, for consistency with contemporary data sources and 
maps; modern equivalents are also indicated where streets have changed names. 
 
 
Const. Mat.: Construction material—the primary building material used to build the 
structure. 
 
Construction material codes: 
 
ad – adobe 
br – brick 
co – concrete 
fr – wood frame 




Bldg. Size: Size of building footprint, relative to building material. Number of stories is 
not taken into consideration for this field. 
 
Building size codes: 
 
xs – extra small 
x – small 
m – medium 
l – large 
xl – extra large 
 
Examples for wood frame: An extra small dwelling is a one- to two-room cottage, 
typically less than 20 ft wide; small is roughly 25 ft-35 ft wide, either square or 
longer than wide; medium is roughly 35 ft-40 ft wide, typically with longer depth 
than width; large is a substantial, typically Victorian, house, around 50 ft wide, either 
square or longer than wide; extra large is a private mansion, or very large commercial 
building or lodging house, typically 60 ft-80 ft wide and either square or longer than 
wide. 
 
Examples for URM (unreinforced masonry – typically brick commercial buildings, 
less commonly concrete or stone): An extra small building is a one-room store, 
typically 15 ft-20 ft square; small is roughly only 10 ft-15 ft wide but 50 ft-100 ft 
deep; medium is typically 30 ft-45 ft wide and 50 ft-100 ft deep; large is typically 60 
ft wide and 100 ft-120 ft long; extra large is wider than 60 ft and typically a brick 
warehouse or public building. 
 
 
No. of Stories: Number of stories in the main part of building. 
 
Additions to back or sides of building not counted in this field. 
A typical story height is 3 m (10 ft), but buildings such as churches may have twice 




Bldg. Use: Use of building in 1906. 
 
 Documented building-use codes: 
  
Bldg. Use 
Code Building Use 
apa apartment building 
chu church 
clu private club 
com commercial 
dep railway depot 
dwl dwelling 
fhs fire house 
hos hospital 
hot hotel 
log lodging house 
mtg meeting house 
mfg manufacturing facility 
off office building 
pub public building 
sch school 





A2. References for Data Sources 
 
The number for the data source is given first, followed by the reference for the 
source.  Cross-reference with Appendix A, Table 15 (Damage Descriptions and Data 
Sources for Intensity Data Points).  Sources numbered 1a through 1e contain the reports 
of the Special Building Inspection Committee of the Board of Police and Fire 
Commissioners, established 20 April 1906 to investigate and report on the 1906 





San Jose Daily Mercury, Saturday, 21 April 1906, Building inspectors report day's work: 
San José, California, p. 5.  Reports from inspection committees for the first, second, 
and third wards of San José. 
 
1b 
San Jose Daily Mercury, Tuesday, 24 April 1906, Many buildings declared safe--Others 
to be repaired: San José, California, p. 16.  Reports from inspection committees for 
the second, third, and fourth wards of San José. 
 
1c 
San Jose Daily Mercury, Wednesday morning, 25 April 1906, Police and Fire Board 
ratifies report: San José, California, p.5.  Reports from inspection committees for the 
first (two reports), second, third, and fourth wards of San José. 
 
1d 
San Jose Daily Mercury, Thursday morning, 26 April 1906, The building inspectors 
perform a strenuous day's work in San Jose: San José, California, p. 5.  Reports from 
inspection committees for the first (three reports), second, third, and fourth (two 
reports) wards of San José. 
 
1e 
San Jose Daily Mercury, Saturday morning, 28 April 1901, Building inspectors spend 
strenuous day in interests of the garden city: San José, California, p.4.  Reports from 
inspection committees for the second (two reports), third (two reports) and fourth 




Solari, A., and Zaro, M., 1975, San José's St. Joseph's: The church that watched a pueblo 
grow into a city: San José, California, 74 p. 
 
3 
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History San José Research Library, no date, files on Peralta adobe and Fallon House: 




History San José Postcard Collection, various dates, postcards of buildings in San José 




History San José Photograph Collection, various dates, photographs of buildings in San 
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Library, San José, California (accession numbers 1997-30-xxxx). 
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19 
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21 
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San Jose Herald, Friday afternoon, 20 April 1906, Gravity of property loss is now being 
realized: San José, California, p. 7. 
 
26 
San Jose Herald, Friday afternoon, 20 April 1906, Santa Clara damage greater than 
supposed: San José, California, p. 7; identical article in San Jose Daily Mercury, 
Friday morning, 20 April 1906, p. 4. 
 
27 
San Jose Herald, Friday afternoon, 20 April 1906, University of the Pacific is at work: 
San José, California, p. 7. 
 
28 
San Jose Herald, Friday afternoon, 20 April 1906, Cities and the losses known: San José, 
California, p. 5. 
 
29 
San Jose Herald, Friday afternoon, 20 April 1906, Losses at Gilroy will reach half a 






San Jose Herald, Friday afternoon, 20 April 1906, Damage not great at University of 
Pacific: San José, California, p. 2. 
 
31 
San Jose Herald, Friday afternoon, 20 April 1906, Local Chinatown is a scene of chaos: 
San José, California, p. 3. 
 
32 
San Jose Herald, Friday afternoon, 20 April 1906, San Jose free library but slightly 
damaged: San José, California, p. 3. 
 
33 
San Jose Herald, Friday afternoon, 20 April 1906, Relief committee met this morning: 
San José, California, p. 3. 
 
34 
San Jose Mercury and Herald, Thursday afternoon, 19 April 1906, Gardner School house 
was badly wrecked in interior: San José, California, p. 8. 
 
35 
Lawson, A.C., Gilbert, G.K., Reid, H.F., Branner, J.C., Leuschner, A.O., Davidson, G., 
Burkhalter, C., Campbell, W.W., 1908, The California earthquake of April 18, 
1906: Report of the State Earthquake Investigation Commission, v.1: Washington, 
D.C., Carnegie Institution of Washington, 451 p.; reprinted 1969. 
 
36 
City of San José, no date(in the 1970s), San José historic landmark nomination form #14, 
Auzerais House, in file “Auzerais House. Downtown San José, Historical Buildings 
and Sites (1970s) Box 1 of 3”: History San José Research Library, San José, 
California (not catalogued). 
 
37 
San José City Council, 29 September 1981, Documentation for City Council resolution 
designating the Troy Steam Laundry Building as a landmark of special historical, 
architectural, cultural or aesthetic value or interest, in box “Downtown San José, 
Historical Buildings and Sites (1970s) Box 3 of 3”, file “Troy Steam Laundry”: 




History San José Research Library, no date (in the 1970s), file “Wente Building”, in file 
“Downtown San José, Historical Buildings and Sites (1970s) Box 3 of 3”:  History 
San José Research Library, San José, California (not catalogued).  The file “Wente 
Building” has photographs of architectural details of the building; no historical 
designation is indicated in the file. 
 
39 
Campbell Historical Museum & Ainsley House and Karen Brey, 2004, Images of 
America: Campbell, California, Arcadia Publishing, 128 p. 
 
40 
Self-guided walking tour of Campbell, California, August 2006, personal observations 




City of San José, 1905-1906, City clerk's register of claims allowed and warrants drawn 
on the police fund, in City clerk's register of warrants, July 1, 1905 - July 1, 1906, 
City of San José, tabbed section “Police”: History San José Research Library, San 
José, California, no page numbers (accession number 1997-329-145). 
 
42 
Derleth, C., Jr., 1907, The destructive extent of the California earthquake of 1906: Its 
effect upon structures and structural materials within the earthquake belt, in Jordan, 
D.S., ed., The California earthquake of 1906: San Francisco, A.M. Robertson, 371 p.  
The description of effects of the 1906 earthquake in San José is on p. 188-191. 
 
43 
Hyams, M., 28 October 2006, personal communication regarding Michael Hyams' 
historic residence in Santa Clara, California. 
 
44 
San Jose Daily Mercury, Saturday morning, 21 April 1906, City schools closed for thirty 
days: San José, California, p. 6. 
 
45 
San Jose Daily Mercury, Saturday morning, 21 April 1906, Residences in Willows are 




Sanborn-Perris Map Company, Insurance maps of San Jose, including Santa Clara, 
California, 1891, revised 1901; and 1891, revised 1921: New York, 2 vol., 73 
numbered double map sheets, plus sheets 0a-0d.  Used for comparison of original 
1891 Sanborn (revised August 1901) with original 1891 Sanborn (revised February 
1921) map sheets in the History San José Research Library.  The version revised to 
1921 has (1) a full-page revision from August 1906 printed by the Sanborn-Perris 
Map Company, and (2) other individual revisions.  The other individual revisions 
consist of thick, irregularly cut rectangles of paper pasted over existing buildings on 
the 1891 map pages.  These roughly-done revisions may have been either quick, 
official revisions by the representative of the Sanborn-Perris Map Company or (more 
likely) changes pasted in by the owner of the two-volume set to mark buildings no 
longer in existence after the earthquake.  These volumes were also very neatly 
updated by hand (dates unknown but well after 1906) to add entire map sheets for 
newly developed areas outside the boundaries of the 1891 volumes; these updates 
appear to be careful copies, on tracing paper, of official Sanborn map sheets from an 
updated version of the same volume.  Original map books for San José for 1882 
through the 1950s, including the specific revisions used in the present study, are at 
History San José Research Center, Senter Road, San José, California 95112 (408-287-
2290 or research@historysanjose.org).  Online commercial resource for Sanborn 
insurance maps: Environmental Data Resources, Inc, www.edrnet.com/sanborn.htm.  
Sanborn maps are frequently accessible online through university or public libraries.  
The San José Public Library has an online subscription to Sanborn maps for cities in 
California.  Contact the California Room of the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Library, 
150 E. San Fernando St., San José, CA 95112 (408-808-2167 or 
cal.sjpl@sjlibrary.org).  Also consulted: Sanborn Map Company, Insurance maps of 
San Jose (1915), 2 vol. 
 
47 
San Jose Mercury News, 14 April 1991, Square roots: San José, California, p. 1L.  Article 
on historic buildings surrounding St. James Square, San José, California. 
 
48 
Yu, C. Y., 1991, Chinatown San José, USA: San José, California, San José Historical 
Museum, 127 p. 
 
49 
San Jose Mercury News, 4 December 2005, Dobashi | Family store fed generations: San 
José, California, p. 8A.  Article on closing of Dobashi Market, Japantown, San José.  
Original photograph of the building, reprinted in the article, is in the Japanese-




History San José Photograph Collection, 1906, photographs of 1906 earthquake damage 




San Jose Mercury and Herald, Sunday morning, 22 April 1906, Garden city will be made 
greater: San José, California, p. 1. 
 
52 
San Jose Mercury and Herald, Sunday morning, 22 April 1906, Here are conditions in 
first and fourth wards: San José, California, p. 11. 
 
53 
Nailen, R. L., 2002, Guardians of the Garden City: Smith and McKay Printing Co., Inc.: 
San José, California, 254 p. 
 
54 
Duval, C., 31 January 2006, personal communication with Charlene Duval, historian, 
Sourisseau Academy, San José State University, San José, California. 
 
55 
Scales, E.J., 1906, letter of 25 May 1906 from Elizabeth J. Scales of Long Beach to 
Thomas D. Scales of San José, in file "Mary Saunders and Scales Family": History 
San José Research Library, San José, California (accession number 1988-30-7). 
 
56 
San Jose Daily Mercury, Wednesday morning, 2 May 1906, O'Connor Sanitarium is in a 
safe condition: San José, California, p. 4. 
 
57 
History San José, no date, document with oral history about buildings and 1906 
earthquake damage to buildings in the Peralta adobe complex: History San José 
Research Library, San José, California (uncatalogued). 
 
58 
History San José Photograph Collection, 1906, photographs of 1906 earthquake damage 
to San José High School: History San José Research Library, San José, California 
(accession numbers 1997-30-1316, 1997-300-1644, and 1977-300-1804). 
 
59 
Winchester Mystery House, 2006, guided tour of house and basements, September 2006; 




San Jose Daily Mercury, Monday morning, 23 April 1906, County hospital may collapse 
any moment: San José, California, p. 4. 
 
61 
San Jose Daily Mercury, 28 April 1906, Schools of the county preparing to open: San 
José, California, p. 9. 
 
62 
San Jose Mercury and Herald, Sunday morning, 22 April 1906, Inspecting buildings at 
Santa Clara: San José, California, p. 2. 
 
63 
San Jose Daily Mercury, 27 April 1906, Campbell's big water tanks being replaced: San 
José, California, p. 5. 
 
64 
Wilston, D., 8 August 2006, personal communication with Diane Wilston, genealogist 
and descendant of Theodore L. Lenzen, preeminent architect in San José in 1906. 
 
65 
San Jose Mercury-Herald extra edition, 18 April 1906: San José, California, 4 p.  
Various articles on the 1906 earthquake in San José. 
 
66 
San José State College, 1889, Historical sketch of the state Normal School at San José, 
California, with a catalogue of its graduates and a record of their work for twenty-




History San José, no date, file “Hotel Vendome Ephemera”: History San José Research 
Library, San José, California (uncatalogued). 
 
68 
Campbell Interurban Press, 27 April 1906, Earthquake. Campbell escaped any serious 
damage.--No lives lost: Campbell, California, p.1. 
 
69 
Campbell Interurban Press, 27 April 1906, School attendance--Statement as to 
atttendance at the school.--Condition of buildings: Campbell, California, p.5. 
 
70 




A3. Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps and San José City Directories 
 
Sanborn fire insurance maps, in conjunction with San José/Santa Clara city 
directories for all years around the turn of the twentieth century, give a remarkably clear 
picture of building locations and construction details.  These background items are 
necessary for an accurate and high-resolution study of intensity.  The following maps and 
directories contributed to the database for the intensity data points. 
 
 
1. Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for San José, East San José, and Santa Clara, California 
    
Sanborn-Perris Map Company, Limited (1891). Insurance maps of San Jose, including 
Santa Clara, California, New York, 2 vol., 73 numbered, double map sheets, plus       
sheets 0 - 0b. 
 
 Versions of the 1891 map book consulted: 
 
 1891, unrevised (accessed through www.sanborn.com) 
 
1891, rev. August 1901 (original volumes accessed through History San José    
Research Library) 
 
 1891, rev. February 1921 (original volumes accessed through History San José 
Research Library) 
    
Sanborn Map Company (1915). Insurance maps of San Jose, California, New York, 2 
vol., 230 numbered single map sheets, plus sheets 0a - 0d. 
 
 Versions of the 1915 map book consulted: 
 
 1915, unrevised (accessed through www.sanborn.com) 
 
 1915, rev. March 1929 (original volumes accessed through History San José Research 
Library 
 
 1915, rev. March 1917-June 1930 (original volumes accessed through History San 




2. Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for Campbell, California 
    
Sanborn-Perris Map Company, Ltd., 1899, unrevised, Insurance maps of Campbell, Santa 
Clara Co., California: New York, 2 map sheets (www.sanborn.com, last accessed 20 
October 2007). 
 
Sanborn Map Company, 1905, unrevised, Insurance maps of Campbell, Santa Clara Co., 
California: New York, 3 map sheets (www.sanborn.com, last accessed 20 October 
2007). 
 
Sanborn Map Company (1908, unrevised). Insurance maps of Campbell, Santa Clara Co., 





3. San José City Directories 
    
Husted, F.M., publisher, various years, San Jose city directory including Santa Clara 
County: F.M. Husted, San José, California. 
    
These city directories, the predecessors of telephone directories, include listings for 
the cities of San José, East San José, and Santa Clara.  The primary resource for names 
and addresses was the city directory for 1905-06.  Other city directories were consulted 
for the years 1880 through 1914.  The Research Library at History San José provided 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 The following discussion on the refinement of the Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) 
scale for the present paper is accompanied by Table 17, MMI assignments to earthquakes 
from the Stover and Coffman earthquake catalog (on CD in pocket, but not printed). 
 




1. Begin with 1931 MMI and maintain consistency with this scale whenever possible.  
Per Jack Boatwright (pers. commun.): the Stover and Coffman (1993) scale is the 
“modern” scale used by workers after the compilation of their catalog of earthquakes 
in the United States.  Boatwright & Bundock (2005) used a slight variation of this 
scale for their ShakeMap of relocated points from Lawson (1908).  The Stover and 
Coffman 1993 MMI scale should actually be the starting scale.  It should be modified 
slightly as required.  The problem is that Stover and Coffman did not explicitly state 
their MMI scale, whereas Lawson (1908), Wood and Neumann (1931), and Richter 
(1958) did.  A careful reading of Stover and Coffman’s damage descriptions for large 
earthquakes in California and a correlation of damage with their maximum MMI 
assignment is necessary to infer their scale (see Table 17, on CD in pocket). 
 
2. As 95 percent of chimneys in San José were thrown down in 1906 (Lawson, 1908), I 
agree with Boatwright and Bundock (2005) that chimney damage was probably MMI 
229
VI-VII rather than VII-VIII (1931 MMI).  Reason: long duration of shaking 
(approximately one minute) in thick sediment enhanced the effect of long-period 
effects.  Thus, the pendulum effect of chimneys and church steeples caused damage at 
lower intensity levels in San José in 1906 than it would have done under “normal” 
conditions.  Richter (1958) mentions that the 1931 MMI scale tends to place long-
period effects where they occur in events of moderate magnitude, that the proportion 
of long-period to short-period effects increases with increasing magnitude, and that 
long-period effects are generally associated with large displacement rather than 
acceleration.  These statements support downgrading the intensity ratings of long-
period effects in 1906.  By the same reasoning, pendulum clocks also stopped at 
lower intensity levels in 1906.  (N.B.: The present study has no stopped clocks except 
for those reported by Lawson (1908).) 
 
3. Almost universally, URM in San José in 1906 fell into Richter’s (1958) categories of 
Masonry C (“ordinary workmanship and mortar; no extreme weaknesses like failing 
to tie in at corners, but neither reinforced nor designed against horizontal forces”) and 
Masonry D (“weak materials, such as adobe; poor mortar; low standards of 
workmanship; weak horizontally”).  A few reinforced brick buildings in downtown 
San José are recorded in the 1891 (rev. 1901) Sanborn and Perris fire insurance map 
book.  In 1906 San José had not yet found need to build structures over five stories in 
height; even five-story buildings were very scarce.  The tallest structure built up to 
1906 in San José was a steel-framed, seven-story office building downtown.  Only the 
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frame underwent shaking, as the building was still under construction on 18 April 
1906.  The George Lawrence aerial photo from June 1906 (in the Research Library at 
History San José and online collection of the Library of Congress) shows the 
framework of this building standing after the earthquake.  This steel frame is also 
mentioned in the San.Jose Mercury and shown in the background of photograph in 
Figure 4.  Buildings of this sort may have fallen into Richter’s (1958) category of 
Masonry B (“good workmanship and mortar; reinforced; but not designed in detail to 
resist lateral forces”) but probably not Masonry A (“good workmanship, mortar, and 
design; reinforced, especially laterally, and bound together by using steel, concrete, 
etc.; designed to resist lateral forces”).  It must be kept in mind that building codes 
improved tremendously over the period 1906 to 1959 and that Richter’s categories 
were appropriate for the 1950s, not for years before 1940, when building codes were 
rewritten for unreinforced masonry. 
 
4. When it is apparent from descriptions of structural damage that facades or walls 
simply fell away from the framing (whether steel, iron columns, or wood frame), the 
assumption is that such buildings were not properly tied together and therefore fall 
into Richter’s category of Masonry D, regardless of any reinforcement they may have 
had.  (One may think of these walls as “tilt-downs.”)  In this case a photograph may 
be misleading because the focus is on a huge pile of bricks on the street and a 
building completely open on one side from street to roof.  The viewer is aghast at the 
apparently severe damage without thinking about why the bricks fell—about 
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structural flaws that allowed an entire wall to fall away without damaging adjoining 
walls. 
 
5. A number of brick buildings in downtown San José are shown in Sanborn (1891, 
revised 1901) as having iron columns for support.  In some cases, the descriptions in 
Sanborn mention “cast iron” specifically.  Lawson (1908) discusses the failure of cast 
iron and the survival of wrought iron in the San José Gas Works in 1906.  Iron 
columns did not in all cases withstand the extreme lateral forces to which they were 
exposed in 1906. 
 
6. As only effects on exteriors and interiors of structures are under consideration, 
intensities of I through IV are not considered in this study.  Similarly, intensities over 
X are considered only in the context of total destruction of frame structures or ground 
failure.  By intensity X nearly all structures are destroyed, and it is difficult to make 
fine distinctions. 
 
7. Standard practice for frame residential construction was (1) not to bolt a structure to 
the foundation (if any), and (2) to employ cripple walls between the foundation and 
the elevated first floor.  Many Victorian houses had eight or more steps leading up to 
the front porch from ground level, with that height supported by an unbolted half-wall 
of framing.  The most common failure modes for frame houses in 1906 were twisting 
off the foundation and collapse of the cripple walls.  Per Jack Boatwright (pers. 
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commun.), the phrase “thrown off foundation” in Lawson (1908) is code for failure of 
the cripple walls; assign MMI 8 in this situation. 
 
8. The inspectors distinguished between “underpinning” and “foundation.”  The 
following quotation from the April 1906 inspections refers to failure of cripple walls:  
“Underpinning to be moved back into place; house is to be shored up while so doing.  
More new bracing put into basement” (see Appendix A). 
 
9. Richter (1958) does not distinguish classes of frame construction, but in San José in 
1906 it is likely that at least two classes of frame construction existed.  Both, 
however, shared the characteristics of unbolted foundations and cripple walls.  Some 
frame houses rested on unmortared stone foundations or even directly on the ground. 
 
10. Notes on deciphering Stover and Coffman’s (1993) MMI scale from their 
descriptions of damage.  It is not necessary to analyze all events in the catalog—just 
California earthquakes involving buildings similar to those in San José in 1906.  I 
have included all California earthquakes that they described through 1925 Santa 
Barbara.  Ground effects are only rarely relevant; they may, however, matter when no 
structural damage is reported.  Stover and Coffman assign a maximum intensity to 
each earthquake in their catalog.  The most important descriptions for inferring the 
maximum MMI are those for locations nearest the epicenter.  Only if near-field 
descriptions seem at odds with Stover and Coffman’s MMI rating for the event 
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should one look farther afield.  If no reports or usable descriptions were recorded for 
the areas nearest the epicenter but damage to structures was reported in a city at some 
distance, one can assume that the structural damage applied to an attenuated intensity 
and that the maximum MMI (nearer the epicenter)was higher.  Near-field (N) is taken 
as < ca. 10 km from the epicenter; mid-field (M) as used here is ca. 10–25 km; and 
far-field (F) is > ca. 25 km. 
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 Modified Mercalli intensities (MMI), inverted by the authors from the 1906 ground 
motion simulation of Aagaard et al. (2008) and originally on a one arc-minute grid, have 
been matched with the 607 1906 intensity data locations from the present study.  The 
simulation MMI values (MMISim) are from the broad-band, finite-difference rupture 
model SF1906Song 2c at 1-10 Hz.  Each 1906 intensity data point is associated with the 
nearest gridded MMISim value. 
 Table 18 (on CD in pocket, but not printed) gives the entry number, the 1906 
intensity, the associated MMISim value, and the residual intensity (MMISim - 1906 
intensity).  The latitude and longitude of 1906 intensity data points may be found by the 
entry number in Table 18 and the database in Appendix A. 
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 The possibility of double resonance coupling in 1906 between buildings and 
shallow ground layers is investigated by determining for each community whether 
ground motions in a layer could resonate at an average period that matches, within a 
reasonable range, the average natural fundamental resonance of buildings in the 
community.  Although calculations are made for individual data points, the 
assumptions are not sufficiently accurate to identify resonances at individual data 
locations.  Results are aggregated by community.  The following sections contain 
assumptions, methods, and notes on the resonance calculations.  Table 19 has details 
of the calculations (on CD in pocket, but not printed).  The interpretation of the results 




1. A building is “tuned” to, and resonates with, the ground when the fundamental 
natural period of the building is close to a resonant period of the ground underneath 
(Gp, as defined in Methods #3, following).  The fundamental period of the ground 
layer is assumed to be the dominant mode of vibration and the mode most likely to 
cause damage to buildings. 
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2. The natural resonant period of a building is assumed to be approximately 0.1 times 
the number of stories (Parolai et al., 2001).  Buildings in the 1906 data set are short 
(one to five stories in height) and have short-period fundamental resonances.  
Individual story height of c. 3 m is assumed.  Typical 1906 buildings of one to five 
stories are assigned resonant periods in the range 0.1–0.5 sec (2–10 Hz frequencies).  
Damping factors are not considered in the calculations. 
3. A potential double-resonance coupling or “match” is declared if 
 0.1 * (# Stories - 0.6)  <  Ground Period  <  0.1 * (# Stories + 0.6). 
4. Thickness of the upper interval of sequence one is taken as depth to the change in 
engineering properties as interpreted in borehole and well data by Rosinski (2008).  
Thickness of full sequence one is interpolated at 1-ft intervals from unpublished data 
of Carl Wentworth (pers. commun., 2008).  Both interpolated data sets are given 
below, in the results by community.  Thicknesses are originally in units of feet (ft) and 





1. Determine the fundamental resonant period and range for period match for each 
building in the damage data set. 
2. Two shallow surfaces to be investigated as seismic impedance boundaries are:  
a. the boundary between the upper and lower intervals of sequence one (the 
potentially resonant layer lies between this boundary and the ground 
surface and is the upper interval of sequence one) 
b. the base of sequence one (the potentially resonant layer is the full thickness 
of sequence one). 
3. Apply the method of Williams et al. (2000) for the natural fundamental resonant 
period of the ground, Gp: 
      Gp  = (4 * H) /VS, 
where H, in meters, is the depth of a layer, and VS, in m/sec, is the velocity of a 
shear wave propagating vertically through the layer. 
a. VS30, shear-wave velocity of the upper 30 m, is taken from S-CPT data of 
Holzer et al. (2008).  Vs30 data are contoured as a surface with 1-ft contour 
intervals.  Vs30 values used in the calculations are the closest contoured 
values to the locations of the 607 intensity data points. 
4. For each intensity data point, the shear-wave velocity, VS, is estimated for the two 
layers (upper interval of and full sequence one) as follows: 
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a. VS = 0.8867 x VS30 is used for the upper interval of sequence one and VS  = 
0.9591 x VS
30 for the full thickness of sequence one. 
b. The multiplicative factors 0.8867 and 0.9591 are derived from the 
combined seismic reflection (Williams et al., 2005a) and 
lithologic/geophysical (Wentworth and Tinsley, 2005a) studies performed 
at and near the deep Coyote Creek Outdoor Classroom borehole (CCOC) in 
San Jose.  This method is employed because, to the present time, no other 
detailed lithologic/geophysical study and seismic reflection/refraction 
measurements have been performed in matching locations. 
c. Thickness of full sequence one and the upper, fine-grained interval of 
sequence one have been interpreted by Wentworth and Tinsley (2005a) 
from detailed lithologic core analyses and geophysical logs from the 
CCOC borehole, 1.94 km east-southeast of the intersection of First Street 
and Santa Clara Street in central San Jose.  Wentworth and Tinsley found 
the base of the upper interval of sequence one at 18 m and the base of full 
sequence one at 22.8 m. 
b. From shallow seismic-reflection and -refraction measurements at William 
Street Park, c. 200 m southeast of CCOC, Williams et al. (2005a) found an 
increase in VS at 18 m and another increase in VS at 27.2 m.  As calculated 
from data in that paper, seismic reflection measurements at CCOC produce 
a time-weighted average VS
30 of 220 m/sec in accordance with the NEHRP 
guidelines of FEMA 368 (Building Seismic Safety Council, 2000; 
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Williams et al., 2005a). The thickness of the upper interval of sequence one 
is taken as 18 m and the thickness of full sequence one as 27.2 m. 
c. Seismic reflection data from Williams et al. (2005a) at William Street Park 
yield VS
18 of 195 m/sec and VS
27.2 of 211 m/sec, calculated according to 
NEHRP guidelines. 
d. VS18 is taken as the shear-wave velocity of the upper interval of sequence 
one at CCOC and William Street Park.  VS
18/ VS
30 = 195/220 = 0.8867. 
e. VS27.2 is taken as the shear-wave velocity of full sequence one at William 
Street Park.  VS
27.2/ VS
30 = 211/220 = 0.9591. 
 
Notes on Calculations in Table 19 
 
1. The results are organized by community.  Refer to entry numbers in Appendix A 
for the latitude and longitude of individual intensity data points. 
2. Field names in Table 19 
a. Intensity = 1906 intensity as assigned in the present study. 
b. Community = Geographical grouping of intensity data points, as described in 
the body of the present paper. 
 
c. Thick_Up = Thickness of upper interval of sequence one (ft), interpolated as a 
surface with 1-ft contour intervals from data in Rosinski (2008). 
 
d. Thick_Full = Full thickness of sequence one (ft), interpolated at 1-ft intervals 
from unpublished data of Wentworth (2008). 
 
e. No. of stories = Number of stories of the buildings in the intensity data. 
f. VS30 = Average horizontal shear-wave velocity in the top 30 m (m/sec). 
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g. Period_Up = Fundamental resonant period of the upper interval of sequence 
one (sec), estimated as described earlier. 
 
h. Period_Full = Fundamental resonant period of full sequence one (sec), 
estimated as described earlier. 
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APPENDIX E: Conditions at the Confluence of the Guadalupe River  
   and Los Gatos Creek on 18 April 1906 
 
 
 The discussion of and evidence for conditions at the confluence of the Guadalupe 
River and Los Gatos Creek (CONFL), San José, California, on 18 April 1906 are in two 
parts: (I) 1905-06 precipitation and (II) estimate of Guadalupe River streamflow 
(discharge) on 18 April 1906.  A table and four figures, at the back of this appendix, 
support the discussion of this section. 
 
 
I. 1905-06 Precipitation 
 
 Table 20 gives 1905-06 daily precipitation measured in downtown San José.  
Figure 36 compares monthly cumulative rainfall (precipitation) totals for the 1905-06 
season and the average for the 1948-49 through 2005-06 seasons.  By the end of 
February, 1905-06 rainfall was 82 percent of the 1948-2005 average, but storms during 
the last week of March raised the percentage to 106.  Rain fell only in trace amounts in 
April 1906 through the day of the earthquake, by which time cumulative precipitation had 
declined to 102 percent of the 1948-2005 average.  The ground in San José was not, 
therefore, unusually saturated on 18 April 1906 and, in fact, was drying out from the most 
recent rain storm 2½ weeks before the earthquake. 
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II. Estimate of Guadalupe River Streamflow (Discharge) on 18 April 1906 
A.  Correlate the peak discharge for Guadalupe River (Guad) and Coyote Creek (Coyote), 
using peak streamflow for matching dates in the period 1930–1950: 
1.  Use the best data for Coyote Creek (the closest Santa Clara Valley stream to 
the Guadalupe River with 1906 daily data available) 
2.  Guadalupe River data begin in 1930, when the Guad gage was installed 
approximately ½ block north of the confluence of the Guadalupe River and 
Los Gatos Creek (CONFL).  The Coyote Creek data series begin in January 
1903. 
3.  Omit flood stages, peak dates too far apart for the two streams, and dates 
after 1950 (reservoirs interfere with streamflow data). 
4.  The linear regression equation (Fig. 37) for Guadalupe River peak 
streamflow (Guad) against Coyote Creek peak streamflow (Coyote) is: 
 
                                   Guad = 0.8276 x Coyote + 680.17                       (Eq. E1) 
 
 
B.  Using equation E1 and Coyote daily streamflow for 18 April 1906, estimate the  
18 April 1906 Guadalupe streamflow from (Fig. 37):  
 1.  18 April 1906 Coyote streamflow = 115 cfs (from daily discharge data)  
 2.  18 April 1906 Guad streamflow (est.) = 775 cfs 
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C. Use the Guadalupe River rating curve for 1930-1950 (Fig. 38) and 18 April 1906 
estimated Guadalupe River streamflow (775 cfs; Fig. 37) to estimate the Guad 
gage height on 18 April 1906:  
    1.  Guad gage height = 0.1653 x Streamflow 0.4686 (from power-law trendline)         
 2.  Estimated Guad stage (gage height) 18 April 1906 = 3.73 ft 
 
D.  Check for reasonableness with the Guad rating curve for 1930-1984 (Fig. 39): 
1.  Guad gage height = 0.3345 x Streamflow0.3791 (from power-law trendline)  
2.  Estimated Guad stage (gage height) 18 April 1906 = 4.17 ft 
 
E.   For an upper bound on the Guad gage height on 18 April 1906: 
Match the two highest, actual Guad peak streamflows with Coyote peak 
streamflows < 1000 cfs for closely matching dates: 
Streamflow (cfs)        
       Coyote                 Guad 
Guadalupe 
Gage (ft) Date 
365 2080 5.93 29 January 1933 
910                    1020                   4.25 21 February 1936 (Coyote) 22 February 1936 (Guad) 
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F.  The 18 April 1906 streamflow is at the opposite (low) end of the curve from the 
two 1906 Coyote Creek peak streamflows: 
 
Coyote Creek                                     Guadalupe River 





19 Jan 1906 8350 7591 11.21 





The Guadalupe River gage heights estimated from the 1906 Coyote Creek peak 
streamflows are approximately at flood stage, according to the Guadalupe River 
rating curve for 1930-1950 (Fig. 38).  No floods for the 1905-06 precipitation season 
are in the historical record, so it is reasonable to conclude that on 18 April 1906, the 
Guadalupe River was far from flood stage.  On the day of the 1906 earthquake, the 





1. The Alamaden, Calera, Guadalupe, Stevens Creek, and Vasona dams were 
finished by 1935; Coyote dam by December 1936, Anderson dam by fall 1950 
(before rain began); and Lexington dam by fall 1952 (California History Center, 
1981). 
2. All water data are from the National Water Information System web site: 
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a. Guadalupe River peak streamflow data are from “Peak streamflow for the 
nation: Surface water: Peak streamflow, USGS 11169000 Guadalupe R A 
San José, CA” (National Water Information System, 2008a). 
b. Coyote Creek peak streamflow data are from “Peak streamflow for 
California: Surface water: Peak streamflow, USGS 11170000 Coyote C nr 
Madrone, CA” (National Water Information System, 2008b). 
c. Coyote Creek daily discharge data are from “Time series daily data: Mean 
discharge for 1906, USGS 11170000 Coyote C nr Madrone, CA” 
(National Water Information System, 2008c). 
3. From the National Weather Service, the Guadalupe gage datum is 72.00 feet 
above sea level (NGVD29). 
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TABLE 20. NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE SAN JOSE DAILY PRECIPTATION 
(INCHES) 
SEASON-TO-DATE REPORTED AS OF 5 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY 
BY MAURICE CONNELL, NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE OBSERVER,        
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 

















  1 0.00 0.00 2.18 3.41 6.29   8.65 13.55 
  2 0.00 0.00 2.18 3.41 6.29   8.68 13.55 
  3 0.00 0.00 2.18 3.41 6.29   8.68 13.56 
  4 0.00 0.00 2.18 3.41 6.29   9.66 13.56 
  5 0.00 0.00 2.18 3.41 6.29   9.67 13.56 
  6 0.00 0.00 2.18 3.41 6.29   9.67 13.56 
  7 0.00 0.00 2.18 3.41 6.30   9.67 13.56 
  8 0.00 0.00 2.18 3.41 6.30   9.67 13.56 
  9 0.00 0.00 2.18 3.41 6.30   9.67 13.56 
 10 0.00 0.00 2.18 3.44 6.30   9.67 13.56 
 11 0.00 0.00 2.18 3.45 6.36   9.67 13.72 
 12 0.00 0.00 2.18 3.45 6.36   9.69 13.72 
 13 0.00 0.00 2.18 4.34 6.41 10.64 13.72 
 14 0.00 0.00 2.18 4.79 6.42 10.66 13.72 
 15 0.00 0.00 2.18 4.79 6.57 10.70 13.72 
 16 0.00 0.00 2.29 4.98 6.62 10.70 13.72 
 17 0.00 0.00 2.29 4.98 6.63 10.70 13.72 
 18 0.00 0.00 2.29 4.98 6.77 11.38 ------ 
 19 0.00 0.00 2.57 5.62 7.09 11.41 ------ 
 20 0.00 0.09 2.63 6.28 7.33 11.41 ------ 
 21 0.00 0.10 3.14 6.28 7.33 11.41 ------ 
 22 0.00 0.10 3.14 6.28 7.85 11.44 ------ 
 23 0.00 0.10 3.14 6.28 8.05 11.55 ------ 
 24 0.00 0.24 3.14 6.29 8.17 12.16 ------ 
 25 0.00 0.40 3.14 6.29 8.46 12.20 ------ 
 26 0.00 0.40 3.14 6.29 8.48 12.31 ------ 
 27 0.00 0.41 3.21 6.29 8.48 12.98 ------ 
 28 0.00 1.37 3.21 6.29 8.65 12.95 ------ 
 29 0.00 1.48 3.24 6.29 N/A 12.95 ------ 
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TABLE 20. NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE SAN JOSE DAILY PRECIPTATION 
(INCHES) 
SEASON-TO-DATE REPORTED AS OF 5 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY 
BY MAURICE CONNELL, NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE OBSERVER,        
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 

















 30 0.00 2.05 3.24 6.29 N/A 12.95 ------ 
 31 0.00 N/A 3.39 6.29 N/A 13.21 N/A 
 Monthly 













   Notes: Dashes indicate that rainfall was not reported.  Weather station at Second 
and San Fernando Streets in San José was destroyed in earthquake and fire on 18 
April 1906.  1905-06 precipation data from The Weather daily column of the San 
José Daily Mercury (Monday through Saturday) and San José Mercury and Herald 
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